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I. INTRODUCTION.

l. In 1999, OCCIDENTAL EXPLORATION AND PRODUCTION COMPANY

("OEPC' or "The ComJlllllY"), a company registered under the laws of California,

United States of America, entered into a participation colllPct (''the Co_" or

"Modified Participation Contract") with Petroecuador, a Sl8te-<:>wned corporation of

Ecuador, to undertake exploration for and production ofoil in EcUador. This COlllraet

followed earlier agreements for the provision ofservices to Petroeeuador.

2. OEPC appli~ rejlUlarly ~ _~ S~cif! de Ren/as In/ernas (SRI) ·for-1!Jeo

reimbursement of Value-Added Tax ("VAT") paid by the Company on putcllases

required for its exploration and exploitation activities under the Colllraet and the

ullimate exportation of the oil produced. Such reimbursement was also made on a

regular basis.

3. Beginning in 200I. however, SRI. based on the opinion that VAT reimbursement was

already accounted for in the p8IIicipation formula under the Contract, issued

"Resolutions" denying all further reimbursement applications by OEPC and other

companies in the oil sector and requiring the return of the amounts previously

reimbursed ("Denying Resolutions'').

4. OEPC filed four lawsuits in Ihe tax courts of Ecuador objecting to the above-

mentioned resolutions on the ground of inconsistency with Ecuador's legislation in

force. Decisions on the matter are still pending before the courts, but parallel lawsuits

by other oil companies have been decided in part.

5. OEPC also believes that the measures adopted by the SRI are in breach oftha ''Treaty

bet\weD the United States ofAmerica and the Republic of Ecuador Concerning the
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Encouragement and Reciprocal Protection of Investment" (''the TIe8ty"), signed 011

August21, 1993 and in foIU since April 22, 1997.

6. On November II, 2002, OEPC commenced arbi1ration proceedings IpiDst the

Republic of Ecuador under the Treaty, claiming that Ecuador, tbroush the SRI, bad

breacbed the Treaty guarantees protecting !be Company's investment

_. :>.-.-_.' ._. • ~-
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II. PROCEDURAL HISTORY.

7. On November II, 2002, OEPC initiated these arilitration proceedings by giving

Notice ofArbitration to the Republic ofEcuador. The Notice asserted that the dispuIe

is subject to arbitration tmder Article VI (I) of the Treaty. Pursuant to Article VI (3)

<a) of the Treaty, arbitration can be initiated provided six months have elapsed fiom

the date the dispute arose. As OEPC had served a Notice ofDispute 00 Ecuador on

April 4, 2002, more than six months had elapsed and this requirement of the Treaty

was salisfied. _ . . _ ' .' •. -

8. Pursuant to Article VI (4) of the Treaty, Ecuador has consented to the submission of

any investment dispute to arbitration in accordance with the Arbitration Rules of the

United Nations Commission on lntemational Trade Law ("UNCITRAL Arbitration

Rules"). In accordance with Article VI (3) (a) (iii) of the Treaty, the Notice of

Arbitration and Statement of Claim constituted OEPC's written consent to such

arbitration tmder the UNClTRAL Arbitration Rules.

9. The Claimant seeks from the Tribunal the following relief:

a) To declare that Ecuador has breached its obligations tmder the Treaty

and international law;

b) To di~ Ecuador to reimburse immediately to OEPC all amounts

corresponding to the VAT reimbursements previously denied as well

as any additional amounts of VAT payments made by OEPC before

the date of the award and which OEPC, before such date, has

requested be reimbursed;
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_OEPC is folJlld -to -lie entitled, and III take all actions and aaopt any
measure necessary 10 ensure that OEPC effectively eqjoys those

that denies the economic benefit of the VAT reimbunernents to which

economic benefits;

c) To diRCt Ecuador to cause the SRI to reimburse prompdy VAT

paymcnts made after the awanl upon approprialc application by

s

OEPC;

and

f) To di"",t Ecuador III indemnify OEPC for all damages caused by its

Treaty breaches, including the costs and expenses of this proceeding;

d) To diRCt Ecuador III recognize that OEPC was entitled 10 the amounts

corresponding to VAT payments alteady reimbursed;

e) To direct Ecuador nollll UIIdcrtake any action or adopt any measure

Onego Viculla as Presiding Arbitrator..

ultimately resigned on personal groWlds, appointed Doctor Patrick Barrera 5_y

as co-arbitrator. Co-arbitIator Brower and the arbitrator appointed by Respondent

who immediately p<eceded co-erbitrator BlUTIlI'1l Sweeney chose Professor Francisco

II. A hearing on procedural mallen was held with the parties in London on July 21,

2003. In this hearing, after considering the submissions by the parties, the Tribunal

g) To direct Ecuador III pay OEPC interest on aU sums awarded, and III

order any further relief as may bc appropriate in the circumstances.

10. Under Article S of the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules the dispute was N!ard by a

Tribunal of three arbitrator:... The Claimant appointed The Honorable Charles' N.

Brower as co-arbitralllr: The Respondent, after having appointed two arbitrators who
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decided that the place of arbitration would be London, United Kingdom. A separate

decision explaining the reasons fur this choice was issued by the Tribunal on Allgust

1.2003.

12. At !bat hearing it was also agRCd!bat submissions to the Tribunal vvollla be made in

English, except that accompanying documents could be sllbmitted in either English or

Spanish. It was also agreed that the submissions, hearings and deliberations would be

kept confidential. Other adminislrutive matters were also decided at the bearing. The

. minutes of the hearing we~ approved by..the Tribunal and communicatecno the

parties on August I. 2003.

13. The Tnlnmal initially appointed the London Court of International Arbitration to

handle funds of the arbitratiolL It was agreed wilb the parties at the hearing thai the

LelA would also provide the administrative services required by the arbitration.

14. Anolher important matter agreed m at the hearing was the procedural timetable for

the conduct of the arbilralion. This timetable provided for a Slalement ofDefense by

the Respondent, which was submitted on September 12.2003; for a Memorial by the

Claimant, sllbmitted on October 28. 2003; and for a Memorial by the Respondent.

submitted on December 18. 2003.

15. In view of the fact t~ the Respondent raised on September 12, 2003 objections to

jUrisdiction and admissibility. the Tribunal decided to receive separate submissions

on these issues, adopting to this end a fast-track procedure that did not suspend the

proceedings on the merits. In accordance with Ihis decision, an Answer on

Jurisdiction and Admissibility was submitted by the Claimant on October 3. 2003; a

Reply thereto was submitted by the Respondent on October 27. 2003; and a Rejoinder

was submitted by the Claimant on November 13. 2003.
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16. Having examined the submissions of the parties on jurisdiction and admissibility, the

Tribuoal decided on November 26, 2003. to join those issues to the merits ofthe cue.

17. During the development of the proceeding the Tn'bunal issued other Procedural

Orders and Decisions, concerning short extensions of time, appearance of witnesses, .

confidentiality and other matters.

18. A hearing OIl jurisdiction, admissibility and the merits was held in Washinston, D. C.

on January 26-30, 2004, as orisinally estsblished. At the hearing the parties made

. their opening.and closing sta&emeIIts and .their experts and witnesses were e'iWiiiDCii

and cross-examined. Also the Tribunal addressed questions to the parties and their

experts and witnesses. The Minutes ofthe heariJJg were approved by the Tribunal and

communicated to the parties on February 16, 2004.

19. The parties submitted post.heariog Memorials on April 16, 2004 and their respective

statements ofcosts on May 7. 2004.

20. The CIaiDl8llt requests from the Tribunal as final relief, as expressed in its post

hearing Memorial:

a) To declare that Ecuador, through the Denying Resolutions and related

conduct, has breached its obligations under the Ttealy imd

intemali!>nallaW;

b) To declare that OEPC is entitled to VAT refund as a malter of

international law. Andean Community and Ecuadorian law, with

respect to VAT paid on hoth goods and servk:es used for the

production of oil for export, including pre-production expenses and de

mim"mis expenses associated with production activitieS in areas

inhabited by indigenous communities;
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c) To order Ecuador to cause the SRI to recognize fonnally that OEPC

was and is entitled to reimbursement ofVAT paid since July 1999;

d) To order Ecuador to cause the SRI to annul or rescind all resolutions

denying sucII reimbursement;

e) To order Ecuador to cause the SRI 10 reimburse in cash to OEPC all

VAT paid through December 31, 2003 and not already refunded;

f) To order Ecuador to provide formal guarantees that no action win be

. taken or measun> adopted .denying the economic benefit of iii. VAf

refund;

g) To order Ecuador to cause the SRI to grant all refunds requested for

VAT paid from JanulU}' 1,2004;

h) To determine future damages; and

i} To award OEPC all its costs, including attorney fees.

21. OEPC claims under e) above a reimbursement of US $ 80,263,930, including interest.

It also claims under h) above the amount of US $ 121,300,000.

22. Both in its Statement of Defense and in its Memorial on the Merits the Respondent

opposed all such requests for reiie£, including the claim for future damages. It liI,o

requested !hilt the Trib4ftlll allocate all costs and expenses ofthis arbitration 10 OEPC.

23. On May ( I, 2004 the Tribunal declared that the proceedings were closed.

24. The Tribunal held deliberations immediately following the hearing, then by

correspondence and at a meeting convened in London May 3-5, 2004.
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this context a service provider and not an exporter, all the oil produced belonging to

Agreements were also made in respect ofthe shared fields ofLimoncoclla and Ed6n

Yuturi.

introduce participation or produetion..haring agreements. Joint 0pctaIing

25. OEPC has a long contractual relationship with Petroecuador, an Ecuadorian Slate.

owned corporation entrusted with the planning, organization and opctalion of

hydrocarbon exploration and exploitation in Ecuador. This corporation was

previously known as the CorporaciOn Estatal Perrolera Ecuatoriana.

26. A service &gIeeIIIent was first executed between the two companies on January 25,

1985, and was amended by another service agreement executed on December 18,

1995. Under .these.serviceagretIReDts OEPC provided all the services ncCOed"tof

successful production ofoil, in return for which it was reimbursed for its costs and

was entitled to certain amounts of interest and a service commission. OEPC was in

III. l1IE FACTS OF THE DlSPlTfE.

Petroecuador. [n making purchases on behalf of Petroecuador for exploration and

exploitation activities, OEPC paid VAT on local acquisitions and received

reimbursement from Petrocc:uador along with its other costs.

27. The Company replaced its service agreements by signing the Modified Participation

Contract for the exploration and exploitation of hydrocarbons in Block IS of the

Ecuadorian Amazon Region, which was executed OIl July I, 1999. Ecuador bad nWIe

possible this new type. of contract by amending the Hydrocarbons Law in 1993 to

28. Investments were made by OEPC under the Contract in pursuance of its obligation

and exclusive right to carry out the exploration and exploitation activities in the

assigned area. Under this type ofcontract, OEPC is entitled to a participation formula
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expressed in tenns of a percentage of the oil production, the details of which arc

contained in Section 8. I of the Contract. This participation fonnula is described as

"Factor X". In association with other interested companies, additional investments

were l118de in 200J to expand pipeline capacity as required to boost production of lbe

fields indicated.

29. The dispute between the parties to this arbitration centers on lbe question whether

Factor X includes in the participation formula a reimbursement of VAT paid by

. OEPC, as the Respondent.COAlcnds-is the.casc, and the related question whclher;'ifif

is not, OEPC is entitled to VAT refunds under Ecuador's tax laws, as OEPC argues.

As will be noted In connection with jurisdiction, the Claimant has not brou~ to this

arbitration claims ofa contractual nature, but rather only claims concerning its rights

under lbe Treaty. The Respondent, however, is of the opinion that the claims are

contraetual in nature.

30.0EPC points put that the Contract does not refer to Factor X in connection with the

reimbursement of VAT. The Contract, in any event, is governed by the Internal Tax

Regime Law of Ecuador ("Tax Law"). Because OEPC exports the oil it receives

under the Contract, it holds the view that it is entitled to a credit for the VAT paid as a

result of the importati~n or local acquisition of goods and services used for the

production ofsuch oil.

31. In support of its views, OEPC invokes in particular Article 65 of the Tax Law in so

far as it provides for "a right to a tax credit for atl the VAT paid in local acquisitions

or the importation of gonds" for certain activities in respect of which the Claimllnt

believes it qualifies. Article 69A, added to the Tax Law on April 30, 1999, is also

invoked as it provides for an entitlement to a "refund" of VAT paid "in local
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acquisitions or importation of goods employed in the manu1ilclure of exported

produetsn
• While prior to this date most services had been zero-rated in conuectIon

with VAT, with the new legislative enactments VAT~ also extended to most

services. Later VAT was also increased ftom 10% to 12%.

32. OEPC applied to the SRI for refunds of VAT payments made for tile period July

I999-5eptember 2000, wbich were granted by the "Granting Resollllions". 80_,

by Resollllion 664 of August 28, 2001, the SRI denied the claims ofOEPC for VAT

. laX credits and reimbu~ for 1M- period October 20QO..May 2001:'lly

Resolution 234 ofApril I, 2002, the SRI 8IU1u1led the Granting Resolutions tbal had

previously granted credits and reimbUlliements, arguing tbal they were based on a

mistaken interpretation of the Tax Law and ordered OEPC to return those amounts,

with interest Other resolutions denying VAT refunds to OEPC were issued at later

dates, particularly Resolulion 406 of January 31, 2003 and Resolution 026 of March

6,2003.

33. OEPC filed four lawsuits in the Tax District Court No. I of Quito, objecting to each

of the above mentioned Denying Resolutions on the ground that they violated

Ecuadorian law, in particular Articles 6S and 69A of the Tax Law. Under EcuadolUn

Tax Law, an appeal of SRI resolutions must be made by the affected party within

twenty days. In December 2002 OEPC decided not to continue submitting VAT

refund applications because it believed this would have been futile.

34. In the view ofthe SRI, and of Ecuador in this arbitration, the new policy was justified

on the ground that Factor X was calculated in such a manner as to include the

reimbursement of VAT. Ecuador believes further that there is no right to VAT

refunds under its legislation. As will be discussed further below, both parties have
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debated extensively their respective views on this maller, in the light of both the

Contract and Ecuador's legislation, in addition to the meaning ofAndean Community

decisions, Wodd Trade Organization ("WfO") Jaw and inll:mationallaw.

35. In discussions held with Ecuadorian governmental agencies by other companies

similarly affected. the issue of an eventual economic adjustment of the respective

contracts was also mise<!, but it was believed by the companies and Petroecuador that

to the exll:nt thai VAT was reimbursed via a tax credit the economic balance of the

.contracts Wllllid not be.alfected._VAT thus would have a neulml effect btlsilCli

agreements as the Contracl, Article 8.6{e) of which establishes the conditions for

renegotiating the Contmct with a view to redress the economic balance. The parties to

the arbitration also hold very different views about the meaning of this clause and its

origins.

36. Different conclusions as to the implications of the dispute in the light of the Treaty

provisions have also been dmwn by each party. OEPC is ofthe view that Ecuador has

breached its obligations under the Treaty and international law, particularly the

obligations (i) offair and equitable treatment; (ii) of treatment not less favorable than

that accorded to Ecuadorian exporters; (iii) not to impair by arbitrary· or

discriminatory measure;; the management, use and enjoyment of OBPC's investment;

and (Iv) not to expropriate directly or indirectly all or part of that in_ in the

circumstances of this case. Ecuador opposes these arguments on the merits, in

addition to its objections to jurisdiction and admissibility.
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IV. RESPONDENf'S OBJECTIONS TO JURISDICTION AND ADMISSffiIUTY.

37. The Republic ofEcuador has objected to any consideration ofOEPe's claims by this

Tribunal on three principal grounds.

a) The first concerns Ibe "fork in the road" provision contained in Article VI

(2) and (3) oflbe Treaty. In Respondent's view, Ibe fact that the Claimant

has submitted four separate lawsuits to Ecuadorian courts consti_ an

irrevocable choice to submit lbe present dispute to the courts or

adtninistrative..tribuRals-ofthe. R.eSPOOdent in accordance with AitlCTe"'VT

(2) (a) of the Treaty. This choice precludes, the argument continues, the

submission of the dispute to binding arbitration as provided for in Article

VI (3) (a) of the Treaty.

b) The second objection to jurisdiction is that OEPe's claims are precluded

under Article X oflbo Treaty, which applies to matters of taxation except

with fCSPCCt 10 some specific categories of disputes relating 10 an

investment agreement or authorization, transfer of funds and

expropriation. To Ibe extent Iba! one of these categories is involved, the

Treaty provides for certain obligations ofthe host State, in particular those

contained in. Article II regarding Ibe treatment ofthe investment, including

questions relating 10 discrimination, fair and equitable treatment, twl

protection and security and other guarantees. None of them, it is

contended, however, is applicable to OEPe's Claims.

e) The Respondent lastly objects to the admissibility of the Claimant's

submission that there has been an expropriation of ilS investment by

means ofthe taxation measures adopted. Although expropriation is one of
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the caregories ofdisputes that Article X of the Treaty allows in respect of

laX mailerS, the Respondent contends that there is no direct or indirect

expropriation involved in this case, and hence that the claims by OPEC are

inadmissible.

A. The Positions Ofthe Parties On The "Fork In The Road".

38. Following the issuance of Resolution 664 of the SRI on August 28. 2001. which

denied the reimbursement of certain amounts of VAT paid by OEfe. and of

_Resolution 214 of the SlIl1l8,entity.on ApriL!, 2002, requiring OEPC to-retufIl'fO"!he

SRI VAT refunds previously made, OEPC tiled two lawsuits in the Tax District Court

No. I in Quito. Two other lawsuils ""'re filed On MarchiO, 2003 an~ April 14,2003.

in connection with the issuance ofSRI Resolutions 406 and 026, which again denied

other "",nests by OEPC for VAT reimbursement. These various lawsuits complained

that the SRI Denying Resolutions violated provisions of Ecuadorian law, with

particular reference to Articles 65 and 69A of the Tax Law of Ecuador.

39. In the view of the Republic of Ecuador. the Claimant is now precluded from

submitting the same dispute to arbitration as it involves the same Denying

Resolutions and hence the same denial of refunds. In Respondent's opinion, the fact

that an alleged bRllch ~f Ecuadorian Jaw is invoked in Ecuadorian courts, while to

this Tribunal an alleged breacb of Treaty provisions is argued, does not alter the 

triggering,ofthe "fork in the road" requirements as the underlying dispute is the same

in both fora. Because of the choice made, Respondent further asserts, OEPC has

waived its right to proceed to arbl1ration.

40. The Claimant argues to the CODtrary that it has not submitted an investment dispute to

the courts of Ecuador and that it bas not made any assertion or claim in such courts
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Ecuadorian Jaw, as under ArtIcles 83 and 243 of !be Ecuadorian Tax Law 1IIe

~ .... ~~ ... -

fiom the cause of action asserted in Ecuadorian courts, the first relating to Treaty

B. Tnbunal's Findings On The "Fork In The Road" Objection.

the object required, but also that of the causes of action. It is further argued that the

rellefrequested in the two sepamte disputes is different

administtative act concerned becomes binding if not timely contested. The definition

of an investment dispute under Article VI (1) of the Treaty, 1IIe Claimant further

asserts, is related to rights the investor has under the Treaty and has no connection

with its claims pending in the courts of Ecuador, which involve exclusively the

righlS and the second to issues ofdomestic law. The Chumant contends in this respect

that for two disputes to be considered identical, not only is identity of the parties and

concerning its rights under the Treaty. OEPC argues that its lawsuits befoR: the courts

of Ecuador were brought to safeguard its entitlement to a VAT refund under

sentence submission to arbitration under Article VI of disputes concerning the

arbitrary or discriminatory character of a measure notwithstanding the IBct that the

Claimant "has bad or ~as exercised the opportunity to review such measure in the

courts or administrative tribunals ofa Party".

parties, the various decisions of arbitral tribunals and international courts involald in

support of the respective positions and the learned legal opinions of distinguished

. consistency of the Denying Il.esoJutiollS witil Ecuador's Tax Law•

41. In !be Claimant's view, !be cause of action submitted to arbitration is 1II11S different

42. Moreover, the Claimant contends, ArtIcle n (3) (b) of the Treaty allows in its second

43. The Tnbunal bas eX8lllined with great attention the arguments adVlUlCed by the
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international jurists, ilIcJuding those of Sir Ian SillClair' and Professor Andreas

Lowenfi:/d 2 submitted by the I1lSpective parties.

44. The Tn1>1IlIaI must note in the first place that, as argued by the Respondent, the

Modified Participation Contraet qualifies as an "investment agrccmcnt" under Article

VI (I) (8) of the Treaty and that OEPC's activities in Ecuador constitute beyond

doubt an '~nvestment" under the Treaty. On this point the Tribunal believes that

Ecuador's argument is consistent with the Lancol Preliminary Award in SO far as this

. decision ident.ified a conccssion.llQDtnu:l, lIIhcit structured in a more complcx"tDatl11er;

with an investment agreement between the State and t!lc foreign investor under the

Argentina-United Slates bDateraI investment treaty.

45. However, it does DOt fullow that the dispute is exclusively one over the terms of the

Contract as the Respondent suggests. The dispute docs lOuch in part upon the

Contl1lCl, as argued by the Respondent by way of defense, as the SRI Denying

Resolutions were based on the view that VAT was already reimbursed under the

provisions oftile ConbDct.

46. In this connection it must also be noted that the Claimant has not submitted any

Contract claims to the COurls of Ecuador or for that matter to this Tribunal. It has

submitted to those~ 811 issue of interprctlltion of the legislation in furcc, arguing

that the Denying Resollllions questioned arc inconsistent with tile Tilt Law. And it

has submitted to this arbitnltion the question of ils rights under the Treaty.

47. The characterization of tile dispute by the Claimant probably would suffice alone for

the Tribunal to reach 8 dctenninalion on jurisdiction. As held by the Tribunal in

AzuriJ< in respect of its determination on jurisdiction, it is necessary to decide

"whether the dispute as presented by lhe Claimant, is prima facie a dispum arising

I
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Article VII, as argued by the Respondent, does not ....lly malter, as none of these

under the BlT,.4 The Tn1>unal in SGS Y. Pakistan also concluded that "at this

and whether it involves in addition to Article VI the inter-state arbitration proVided by

courts or administrative tribunals of the Respondent seeking a review of such

measures. Whether this provision finds its origin in the backgroUnd of the EISI~6

violation of its rights under the Treaty. Moreover, inter-state arbitration under

bilatoral investment treaties relates to matters that are entirely different from thOse

situations could derogate from the rights of the investor to submit a claim for

of arbitrary and discriminatory measures even if the claimant has resorted to the

international law, including of course the question of rights under the Treaty. This

explains the fact that the Claimant is addressing different questlons to different

jUrisdiction phase, it is for the CIaimanl to characterize the claims as it sees fit".~

mechanisms ofdi~purcresolution.

relating to the investor:s rights and guarantees and it wou1d be extremely unwise for

any arbitral tribunal to allow inter-state considerations to interfere with the rights of

the investor to claim in its own right.

for the "fork in the road" provisions of bilateral investment treaties, as the

Respondent has argued, because the functions of domestic mechanisms and

48. B!JI the fact is that this dispute, its contractual aspects aside, Invo1Yes a number of

issues arisIng from the legislation ofEcuador, the Andean Community legal onler and

49. The Tribunal is persuaded.il>-lhis CQntext by..l:he Claimant's interpretation ofAtticren
(3) (b) ofthe Treaty, which in its second sentence allows for submission to arbitration

SO. This finding of the Tribunal C8IlI1Ot be taken to mean that the death knell has sounded
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international arllitration are different. As noted by the Annulment Committee in Wena

in respect ofthe interplay ofleases and lrea1y claims;

The leases deal with questions that are by definition of a commercial
nature. The IPPA deals with questions that are essentially of a
governmental nature, namely the standards of treatment accorded by the
Slate to foreign investors.. .It is therefore apparent that Wane and EHC
agJeed to a particular contraCt, the applicable law and the dispute
settlement arraogement in nospcct of one kind of subject, that relaliag to
commercial problems under the leases. It is also apparent that Wcna as a
nlllional ofa Contracting State could invoke the IPPA for the purpose ofa
different kind ofdispule, that concerning the treatment offoreign investors
by Egypt. This other mechanism has a scparote dispute settlement
~/lICntaocLmight infJJud~a different choice of law 'plO>'isiob'or
make DO choice at all•.•The private and pUblic fuilctions ofthesc'various
instruments are thus kept scpamtc and distinct.7

.

5I. The difference between contract-based claims and treaty-based claims has also been

discussed by various intcmalional arllitral tribunals, as evidenced by the decisions in

Lauder,' Geni,,; Aguas del AC071tJUlja,'· C~ I and Azurix'2 and of the ad hoc

Committee in Yive71di. " The Tribunal held in eMS, referring to this line ofdecisions,

that "as contraetual cJaims are different from treaty claims, even ifthere had been or

lhere currently was a recouISe to the local couns for breach ofconlIact, this would DOt

have prevented submission ofthe treaty claim to arbitration"."

52. In part, the distinction between these different types of claims has relied on the test of

triple identity. To the ~nt that a dispute might involve the same parties, object and

cause ofaction it might be considc<ed as the same dispute and the "fork in tbe road"

mechanism would preclude its submission 10 ooncU1'n'nt lribunals." A purely

conlIactual claim will normally tind difficuJly in passing the jurisdictional test of

treaty-based tribunals, which will of course require allegation of a specific violation

oft_ty rights as the foundation of their jurisdiction. As the ad hoc Committee held

in Yive71di, "A treaty cause of action is not the same as a contractual cause of action;
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it requires a clear showing of conduct which is in the circumstances contrary to the

relevant treaty standard".16

53. The question, however, is not easy to molve in practice as has been evidenced by the

discussions ofvarious tribuDals. The V"rvendi ad hoc Committee explained tIW "In a

case where the essential basis ofa claim brought before an international tribunal is a

breach ofcontnu:!, the tribunal will give effect to any valid choice of forum clause in

the con1ract".17 However. to the extent that the fundamenlallegal basis ofa claim is a

. treaty. the existence of an -cxelusive ,jurisdiction clause in a contract· betWteii 1hC

claimant and the respondent _ "cannot operate as a bar to the application of the

treaty standard".ll A similar reasoning applies to the Operation of the "folk in the

road" mechanism, as the choice of one or other forum will depend on the II8tIIIll of

the dispute submincd and these arc not necessarily incompatible.

54. In the recent case of $OS V. PakistQ1l, the Tribunal came accordingly to the

conclusion tIW it did not have jurisdiction over contract claims "which do not aiso

constitute or amount to breaches ofthe substantive standards of the BIT".I'm SGSv.

The Philippines, whete contractual claims WCI'C mo", easily distinguishable froin

treaty claims, the Tribunal ",ferred certain aspects of contractual claims to lOcal

jurisdiction while ~ingtreaty-basedjurisdiction.20

55. A further difficulty found by the tribunals in these last two cases was tbal both

treaties coolained a broadly defined "umb",Ua clause". This is also 1rUe of the

umbrella clause contained in Article n (3) (c) of the present T"'Il\y, which provides

that "Each party shall observe any obligations it may have entc~ into with regaM to

investments". However, in this case the Claimant is relying not on SIlCh general
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obligation, but is arguing that violations of more specific Treaty provisions have

talcen place.

56. The parties to the present case have expressed different views and conclusions about

these various cases, and also have debated the implications in the NAFTA context of

Waste ManogemenJ insofar as a waiver of domestic remedies is requiRd as a

condition ofresorting to internalional arbitration.

57. The Tribunal is of tile view that what ultimately matters is that every solution must

. respond to the specific circumstan;es of the-dispute submitted and the IIlIllml ofsuc6

dispute. To the extent that the nature of the dispute submitted to arbitration is

principallY, albeit not exclusively, treaty-based, the jurisdiction ofthe arbilnll tribunal

is conecdy invoked.

58. This is the situation that has in fact occurred in the instant case, where treaty-based

issues have come to arbitration and non-eontraetual domestic law questions have been

and are being dealt with by local courts in Ecuador. Far from creating a situation of

incompatibility, the decisions adopted thus far by Ecuadorian courts on matters of

interpretation of the Ecuadorian Tax Law have been of great help to this Tribunal in

its own interpretation of both the Treaty and the relevant provisions of Ecuadorian

law as will be shown .further below. It follows that the causes of action might be

separate and the nature of the disputes different, yet they may both have cumulative

effects and interact reciprocally.

59. Another intriguing aspect of this case, w1Jich the Tribunal will discuss further below,

concems the fact that the ~ispute encompasses different points in time. Some claims

are in respect ofVAT amoUDts already reimbursed, some other relate to VAT refunds
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that have been denied, and yet others refer to VAT amounts that have not been

submitted for n:imbw1ement and even for VAT amounts not yet dllC.

60. Then: is one further powedW reason for this Tribunal finding that the "fork in the

road" mechanism has not been trigg=d in this dispute. The "fork in the road"

mechanism by its very definition assumes that the investor has made a choice

belween alternative avenues. This is tum requires that the choice be made entirely

ftee and not under any Conn ofduress. It has been explained above that in the instant

. case the Ecua.dori8l) T~ reqllires th!:!lIXpayer to apply to the courts wtthill'tbC

brief period of twenty days following the issuance of any resolution that might a1fect

it. If this is not done;as noted above, the resolution becomes final and binding.

61. The Tribunal is of the view that in this case the investor did not have a n:aI choice.

Even if it took the matter instantly to arbitration, which is not that easy to do, the

protection of its right to object to the adverse decision of the SRI would have been

considered forfeited if the application befon: the local courts were not made wilhin

the period mandaled by the Tax Code.

62. The Tribunal is also mindfUl that the Agua.I del Aconquiia award on the merits

deferred to the obligation to resort to local courts in view of the provisions Of a

private concessionco~ between the Claimants and the Province ofTucumln, and

"the impossibility, on the f8cIs on the instant case, ofseparating potential breaches of

conllact claims from BIT violations without interPreting and applying the Concession

ConllUt, a task that the contract assigns expressly to the local courts".'J But the

Tnbunal is also mindful that this Award was annulled on this very point by the

nvendi ad hoc Conunittee, explaining:
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In the Committee's view, it is not open to an ICSID triblllllll having
jurisdietion under a BIT in respect of a claim based upon a substantive
provision of that BIT. to dismiss the claim on the ground that il could or
should have been del!It with by a national courI. to sucb. a case, the inquiry
which the ICSID lribunal is required to undettake is one governed by the
ICSID Convention, by the BIT and by applicable international law. Such
an inquiry is neither in principle detennined, nor precluded, by any issues
of municipal law. including any municipal law agreement ofthe parties.:l2

63. This reasoning is applicable mutatis mutandis to the case of the present Treacy. The

Tribunal accordingly holds that it has jurisdiction 10 consider the dispute and Ibe

"fork in the road" objection is dismissed.
...~. --,.-

._- _."" -
C. The Posjtinn Of The Parties In Resnect Of The 6i<C1usion Of Matters Of

Taxation.

64. The second jurisdictional objection introduced by the Respondent concerns the

exclusionofm~ oftaxation from dispute resolution under Article X ofthe Treaty.

This Article provides as follows:

l. With respect to its tax policies, eacb Party should strive to accord
fairness and equity in Ihe treatment of investment of nationals and
companies ofthe other Party.

2. Nevertheless, the provisions of this Treacy, and in particular Articles
VI and VII, shall apply to matters of taxation only with respect to the
following:

(a) expropriation, pum1llnt to Article III;
(b) transfeli. pursuant to Article IV; or
(c) the observance and enforcement of terms of an investmenl

agreement 01' authorization as referred to in Article VI(IXa) or
(b), to the extent they are not subjecllo the dispute selllemenl
provisions of a Convention for the avoidance of double
taxation between the two Parties, or have been raised under
sucb. selllemeat provisions and are not resolved within a
reasonable period oftlme.

65. In the Respondent's view, questions of VAT and the non-reimbursement thereof are

clearly "matters of taxation" excluded from dispule settlement under the Treaty by

Article X. Moreover, il is argued, while OEPC's claims invoke Ecusdor's obligations
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under Article II of the Treaty, rerening in particular to no less liIvorable treatment,

fair and equitable treatment and arbitrary and discriminatory measun:s, none of these

obligations applies to taxation matters.

66. The Claimant has opposed Ecuador's interpretation ofArticle X. arguing in particular

that the meaning of the exclusion and the negotiating history of the Article indicate

that such exclusion applies only to matters of direct taxation as these are the matlms

addressed by conventions for the avoidance ofdouble taxation. It notes, too, that at no

..relevant time.has 1lIIY doubko.taxation~ ever existed between the UniteaSliieS

and Ecuador. Indirect taxation would be thus subject to the dispute settlement

provisions of the Treaty without exclusion. This is in the Claimant's view the

ordinary meaning of Article X in accordance with the rules of iDOerpre1lllion of

Articles 31 and 32 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties.23 It is further

contended that exceptions ought to be interpreted in a restrictive manner.

67. The Claimant invokes in support of its interpretation the fact that this Article is

modeled on the United States Model Bilateral Investment Treaty and that the

interpretation given by officials ofthat country as well as their statements ought to be

controlling. In this context, it is argued, the only meaning of the Article is to avOid

conflicts willt the dj~pute settlement arrangements under conventions on the

avoidance of double taxation; if all kinds of taxation wen: included in the OlWCplion

of lite Article it would become: meaningless. It is further believed that 1lIIY measwe

adopted by the Respondent in violation of ArticIe II of the Treaty would become

exempted from dispute settlement ifdisguised as a taxation measure, a result that is

inconsistent willt the very purpose of the Treaty. The law ofthe wro and lite Andean

Community are also invoked in support ofClaiman!'s interpretation.
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D. The Tribunal's Figdings In Re""ect afThe Meaning QfArticle X.

68. The Tribunal agrees with both parties in that the proper interpretation of Article X

must not result in rendering it meaningless. This is the conclusion that arises

evidently from the Vienna Convention on the Law of T~ies in respect of

interpretation. To this extent, Respondent's view that all matters of taxation are

exempted from dispute settlement under the Treaty, with the exception ofthe specific

categeries mentioned in Article X, is not persuasive. Even if certain matters could

. still be covered by.this Article-and thus.not make it meaningless, as atgueirliy the

Respondent. that interpretation would nonetheless constrain it to a quite marginal

application. This is evidently not what the parties intended in placing an Article of

such importance in a Treaty wbich is briefindeed.

69. The Claimant might be right in believing that the exception refers only to a certain

category of taxes typically dealt with under conventions for the avoidance ofdouble

taxation. The negotiating history of the Article in fact evidences a connection to this

interpretation. The law of the wro and of the Andean Community might also

provide aspects in support of such views. But this is not the approach the Tribunal

believes appropriate to follow for the proper interpretation ofArticle X. Among other

reasons for not pursuing the diSC\JSSion between direct and inditect taxes under

Article X is that the evidence is not conclusive on this point There are, however,

Olherelements that are persuasive in attending to the hJleil"elation of the Article.

70. The flrst is that concerning fair and equitable _en! in tax matters. The Tribunal

notes that the reference in paragmph I of Article X to "strive to accord fairness and

equity" in respect of tax policies concerning the treatmenl of the in~ent by the

host country is not devoid of legal significance. It imposes an obligation on the host
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taXation is at issue in this dispute.

... ~ .... ~. -

State that is not different from the obligation offuir lIIld equitable treatment embodied

in Article II, even though admittedly the language of Article X is lessllllllldatory.

This legal effect is not derogated from by the "nevertheless" proviso with which

involves any of the three matters specifically listed in Article X in respect of which

the dispute settlement provisions of Article VI positively do apply. If it does involve

any of these elements. the dispute will in any event fall within the Treaty provisions

and the settlement of disputes. The question of transfers does not arise in this case.

paragraph 2 opens. as this expression cannot be Rllld to mean that in respect of tax

The question of expropriation will be examined separately as being an admissibility

objection introduced by the Respondent. The question then is whether the observance

listed, that is, expropriation, transfeIs and the observance and enfon:ement of an

policies the hast State could pursue an unfuir or inequitable treabneot. It only means

that such obligation is coocerned with the three categories of lIIX matters therein

and enforcement of the terms of an investment agreement concerning matters of

interpretation of domestic law in the courts of Ecuador and treaty rights before this

the Claimant bas not invoked bere contract-based rights, but rather has pursued the

it is disputed whether VAT reimbursement is included in Factor X. This view bas

Tribunal, the fact is that in part the dispute finds its origins in tbat Contract insofar as

been brought up by tbe Respondent itself as one of its defenses and has been invoked

. investment apm~nt or autbotizalion. ._

71. A second consideration is that the Tribunal must also examine whether the dispute

72. It was concluded abov~ that the Modified Participation Contract between OEPC and

Ecuador indeed qualifies as an investment agreement. Although, as also explained,
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by the SRI as the specific reason for denying the reimbursement of VAT. To Ibis

eXlent, the Respondent itselfappears to accept that there is a dispute concerning the

observance and enforcement of the Contract, which brings the tax dispute squarely

within the exceptions ofArticle X and hence within the jurisdiction of the Tribunal.

There is here a typical situation ofjorumprtJI'ogalllm.

73. That being so, and as the Tn1>uoal has a duty to examine the submissions by both

parties, it can only corne to the conclusion that a tax matter associated With an

investment agreement has .~ submitted to it for its consideration.. Even·if1he. -' -- .. -. - . .-

Claimant has not characterized the dispute as one concerning the Contract, the

objective fact is that the Contract is central to the dispute. Together with the question

of the observance of the Contract, however, there is one other issue that the Tribunal

needs to keep in mind. This is the Claimant's alleged right to reimbunement under

Ecuadorian law, Andean Community law and international law, an issue which is

broader than that concerning the observance ofthe Contract.

74. This dispute has also a very particular meaning for the parties. In spite of it having

been extensively discussed as a tnx matter, a closer look might lead to the conclusion

that what is really disputed is whether there is a right to lcliInd of taxes

unchailengedly due and owing and in fact paid, and, if so, how to achieve such

reimbursement. In fact, the parties do not dispute the existence of the tnx or its

percentage. What the parties really discuss is whether its refimd has been SCl:UICd

under FlWtor X of the Contract, as claimed by the Respondent, or if that is not the

case, whether, as argued by the Claimant, it sheuld be recognized as a right under

Ecuadorian Tax Law.
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the obsef'VlllU:C and enforoemcot of the investment Contract involved in this case, it

they are ofmarginal value to the present analysis, if any.

.......~ ... -
_." :'--'-' _. - .-violations.

matter covered by Article X may be concerned, without prejudice to the fact that

of the dispute concerning Treaty rights liom being also considered in this arbitration,

independent of the meaning of the Contract, nor does it prevent this Tribunal liom

interpreting the Contract to the extent relevant 10 decide on the alleged Treaty

containing also ten separate sub-paragrapbs covering well over a full further page

(when using quite small print). Ecuador's expert Professor David Gantz peroipiently

has described Article 2103 as constituting "much more detailed tax exclusion (and re

inclusion) provisions" than Article X of the instant Treaty.'" That being the case. the

Tribunal has found little merit in reviewing its provisions here, having concluded that

acquires in this context its twI meaning. This does not prevent ofcourse other aspects

has jurisdiction 10 consider the diSPUte in connection with the merits insofar as a !lIX

75. The dispute, one way or the other, thus is clearly subject 10 the dispute settlement

provisions of the Treaty. This automatically brings in the standards of treatment of

Article II, including fair and equitable treatmenl Paragraph I of Article X thus

77. The Tribunal accordingly finds that, because of the relationship of the dispute with

76. A modest amount of ink has been spilt by the parties in referring 10, and arguing on

the basis of, Miele 2103 ofthe North American Free Trade Agreement ("Taxation").

in respect of both jurisdiction and the merits ofthis matter. This Article provides in its

Paragraph 1 that "Except as set out in this Article, nothing in this Agreement shall

apply 10 taxation measures." That Article, however. contains five further paragraphs
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jurisdiction can also be affinned on other grounds as respects Article X as explained

above.

E. The Posjtion OfThe Parties Concerning Expropriation.

78. The Respondent mises as a third bar to consideration ofOEPC's claims the argument

that, there being no expropriation involved in this case. as asserted by the Claimant,

this specific ground for submitting a matter oftaxalion to dispute resolution UIlder the

Treaty's Article X is not available.

79. The Claimant. is of the vi~,!!lal1\!ere. ~ l1.een an expropriation of its investtllent'by

Ecuador's refusal to refund the VAT to wbich it is entided under Ecuadorian law.

thus placing the Respondent in breach of Article JI1 of the Treaty. This in itse!f, the

Claimant argue$, renders the claim admissible. In any event, the Claimant submits

that the question of whether there has been an expropriation or nnt pertains to the

merits, and that it has met the test applied by the Tribunal in eMS to find jurisdiction

in that it has dem<JDSttated prima facie 1hat it has been affected by the measures

adopted by the Respondent.'"

F. The Finding OfThe Trilnm.! CollCtlrnina Expropriation.

80. A claim of expropriation should nonnaIly be considered in the context ofthe·merits

ofa case. However, it is so evident that there is no expropriation in this case that the

Tribunal will deal with this claim as a question ofadmissibility.

81. The Claimant asserts that' by "unlawfully, arbitrarily, discriminatorily, and

retroactively IlIking OEPC's right 10 VAT refunds, Ecuador has expropriated all Or

part ofan investment by OEPC". It is further argued by the Claimant that the right to

a refund is either an investment or part of one, falling within the definition of

investment under Article I (I) (i), (iii) and (v) of tile Treaty, which includes intangible
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property, including rights, a claim to money associated with an investment and any

"" ... '.~ ..~ ...benefits from its investment.. , ,,--_." -

transfer of title to a given property, which was lhe distinctive feature of InIditional

expropriation Wlder inlemationallaw." It may ofcourse affect the economic vaJue of

an investment. Taxes can result in expropriation" as~ other types of regulatory

measures." Inditec:t expropriation has significantly increased.the number of cases

before international arbitral tribW1als. II is also noticeable that bilateral investment

right conferred by law.

Investments shall not be expropriated or nationalized either dim:t1y or
indirectly through measures tantamount to expropriation or nationalization
("expropriation") except: for a public purpose; in a nondiscriminatory
manner; upon payment of prompt, adequate and effective compensation;
and in accnrdanee with due process of law and the general principles of
treatment provided fur in Article (n) (3)...•

82. The Respondent argues that direct expropriation has not occurred as there has been 110

seizure of title to property and that in any event taxation cannot be considered by ils

very nature as a kind of property subjecllo expropriation. Neither has there been any

indirect expropriation as the crilllria ofsubstantial or significant deprivation requiJed

by international law has not been met and OEPC continues 10 teeeive substantial

83. Article III (I) oflhe Treaty provides:

84. The Tribunal in Lmider rightly explained thaI

.•. In general, expropriation means the coercive appropriation by the State
of private property, usually by means of individual adminislralive
measures. Nationalization involves large-scale takings on the basis of an
executive or legislative act for the purpose of transferring property or
interests into the public domain. The cnncepl of indirect (or "defacto", or
"creeping') expropriation is nol clearly defined. Inditec:t expropriation or
nationalization is a measwe that does not involve an overt taking, but !bat
effectively neutralized the enjoyment ofthe property.'"

85. The Tribunal agrees with the Claimanl in that expropriation need not involve the
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treaties contain broad definitions of investments that can encompass many kinds of

assets.

86. The Tribunal. however. is not persuaded by the Claimant's arguments that in this case

there has been an expropriation. It is not tenable to argue that there can be "no doubt

that under the Treaty the Refund Claim is an investment pe1' se". However broad the

definition of invdStlllel\t might be under the Treaty it would be quite extraordinary for

a company to invest in a refimd claim. But even ifa refund claim is considered to be

included in the claims to money and other rights mentioned in the definition•.stiII-lhe
." -. -.:>-.'- -.-

expropriation has to meet the standards required by international law.

87. The Tribunal in Mdalclad endorsed what has been considered a rather broad

definition ofexpropriation. The Tribunal beld that expropriation includes:

...[Clovert or incidental interference with the use of property which has
the efRct ofdepriving the owner. in wbole or in significant part, of the use
or reasonabJe..to..be-expected economic benefit of property even if not
necessarily to the obvious benefit ofthe host State.30

88. Even in the context of such a broad definition. the MeI4/clad Tribunal identified

standards to the effect that there must be a deprivation, that this deprivation must

affect at least a significant part ofthe investment and that all of it relates to the use of

the property or a reasonably expected economic benefit Similarly, the Iran-United

Stales Claims Tribunal· has held that deprivation must affect "fundamental rights of

ownershipW', a criteria reaffinned in CME."

89. The Tribunal holds that the Respondent in this case did not adopt measures that could

be considered as amounting to direct or indirect expropriation. In fact, there has been

no deprivation of lhe use or reasonably expected economic benefit of the investment,

let alone me&sun:s affecting a significant part of the investment. The criterion of
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"substantial deprivation" under international law identified in Pope &, Talbot is not

present in the instant case.Jl If narrower definitions of expropriatiOll under

international law are CXlIIIlined, the finding of expropriation would lie sliD fiu1her

away.

90. This is not to say that the investor has not been affected by the decisions taken by the

Respondent, for indeed it has been, as will be discussed in connection with the

Contract, Andean Community law and Ecuadorian legislation.

91. As will be discussed ~_~!o~. liabi!ilX ensues for 'a breach of rights under1he"

Treaty, but not as a consequence ofexpropriation.

92. The Tribunal accordingly holds that the claim concerning expropriation is

inadmissible.
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V. DISCUSSION OF 1HE LAW APPLICABLE TO THE MERITS.

A. Introductjon.

93. It has been concluded above that the dispute in the present case is related to various

soun:es of applicable law. It is first related to the Contract in so far as it is necessary

to establish whether VAT has been included in Factor X and the ensuing question of

the economic balance between the parties' interests; it is next related to Ecuadorian

tax legislation; this is followed by specific Decisions adopted by the Andean

Community and issues that ari~ vnderthe law of the WYO. In particular the dispute. .. _. ~... - .. -
is related to the rights and obligations ofthe parties under the Treaty and international

law.

94. These various aspects will be examiued next as to their meaning and interpretation.

B. The Meaning And Extent OfThe Contract..

9S. The difference between the Contract and its predecessor service agreement ofJanuary

25, 1985 (as amended December 18, 1995) ("Service Agreement") is analogous to the

distinction between "debt" and "equity." Under the Service Agreement OEPC simply

received payments from Petroecvador reimbursing it for all expenditures ",Iated to

both the exploration and all subsequent production, including any VAT paid, as well

as interest on unamortized investments and a commission varying in accordance with

a formula. Pctroccuador was the sole owner of all oil production, was its exclusive

exporter, and hence bore the entire market risk. Since VAT paid by OEPC was an

acknowledged expense illCVrred in performing the Service Agreement, the same

simply was ",imbursed to it by Petroccuador.. Occidenlal effectively was a ''hired

hand" working for "wages" consisting of its expenses plus a formulaic supplement.
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expenses plus a fixed return on its debt investment.

percentage arguably could be less. To the extent, however. that OEPC would be out

ofpocket as regards VAT. were that to be the case, its costs would increase and hence

the required participation would need to be correspondingly higher. Thus a clCar

understanding regarding the refundabiJity (or not) of VAT was an essential element

undergitding OEPC's negotiating position.

what its probable VAT lax liability would be. To the extent there would be none.

save for the financing cost of paying VAT and then awaiting reimbursement, the

33

Hence, like a creditor of a debt obligation, il received income calculated to cover its

paid in that lbe participation percentage OEPC receives under the Contracl bas been

calculated at a level which includes such reimbwsement. This assertion fucuses

in l8ct has received. and continues to receive, full reimbursement of aU VAT it has

OEPC by Ecuador while at the same time granting OEPC a "participation." or share,

in the oil produced. and thus an "equity" in such oi~ which was calculated to cover all

expenses of exploration and production and also provide a prof.t. The value of this

participation would depend on the status of the market from time to time. This

. arrangemenl bad certain ~lIrllctions for both sides, but also brought neW faciiiiii iiitO

play for OEPC. One sueb factor was the paymenl of taxes, specifically VAT. which

previously had been "passed tbrough" to PeIroecuador under the Service Agreement.

Thus OEPC. in considering what from its perspective would be tile appropriate

participation percentage in light of its projected costs. necessarily had to calculate

96. The Contract changed all of that by eliminating all reimbursement of expenses to

97. II has been the position ofEcuador from the outset of the present dispute that OEPC
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attention on what is known as Factor X, the ContIact formula setting the respective

participation percentages. Thus one is driven in the first instance to examine the

Contract in oRler to denmnine whether Factor X does so include VAT refunds.

98. Factor X itself is found in the Contract at "EIGHT: PARTICIPATION AND

DELIVERY PROCEDURES," specifically at 8. I ("Calculating Contractor

Participation") and its sub-headings. The formula there set forth refers exclusively to

production volumes and reserves and contains no discussion of or refereIICe to any

element of cost. The conesponding fonnula of 8.5 for "State Participlilliin"'u:i'

Production" simply calculates the difference between OEPe's participation factor and

100. There are no references in "EIGHT" to taxes in relation to Factor X (or

Ecuador's participation pe=ntage); rather it simply states at 8.5.2, under "Other

Income," that "fhe Ecuadorian State shall receive income tax and other taxes in

accordance with pertinent laws," and, in respect of 8.6 ("Economic Stability''), that

eertain changes may be made in the Contract, as will be discussed below, '~n order to

reestablish the economy 01" the Contract in the event described changes in the tax

situation are experienced. Thus the most pertinent provision of the Contract does not

on its face indicate that Factor X in fact included any retimd ofVAT.

99. Reference to certain other provisions of the Contract goes no further towards

substantiating Ecuador's contention. Under "FIVE: OBLIGATIONS AND RIGHTS

OF THE PARTIES" it is provided, at 5.1 and 5.1.17, in pertinent part, that 'l;)n

addition to the obligations set forth in this Participation Contract, Contractor shall: •..

Pay the taxes, contributions and customs duties as may be required by the laws and

regulations ofEcuador." Similarly, "ELEVEN; TAXES, LABOR PARTICIPATION

I
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AND CONTRIBUflONS" expressly roqWres OEPC to pay various named taxes,

particularly income taxes and a tax on total assets. Finally, under "TWENTY TWO:

APPUCABLE LAW, DOMICILE, JURISDICTION AND PROCEDURE" 22.1.4

sets furth a "Legal Framework" of 22 separate "(n)orms applkable to this

Participation ConlraCl, at the time of its execution," which expressly are not

exhaustive. Item 10 in that Usting is the "Intemal Tax Regime Law, published in

Official Gazette No. Three hundred and furty one (341) of December twenty two

. (22), Nineteen hundred lIIld..!'ightI ni1'e ~1289) and i1s amendments," preeisely1M

VAT law here in issue. Clearly none of those references sheds any light on whether

the VAT paid by OEPC, the refund of which it has claimed, is, as oontended by

Ecuador, automalically refuDded via Factor X.

100. II is noteworthy that, doubtless out ofan abundance of caution, certain documents

were annexed to the Contnu:t and referred 10 under "TWENTY FOUR:

DOCUMENTS TO nus PARTICIPATION CONTRACT," in particular under 24.2

("Annexed Documents"), which provides that "[t]orming an integral part of this

Participation Contrae:t, as annexes are the fullowing documents." 1bose Anmxes

include four ofpotenlial relevance to this case, namely Annexes 111, V, XIV and XVI.

101. Annex III consists of ''SUMMARY MINUTES OF THE NEGOTIATION

MEETINGS BETWEEN PETROECUADOR AND BLOCK IS CONTRACTOR"

signed by both sides April 29, 1999, jusl few weeks prior to the effective date of the

Con1lllCl. In a discussion of "participation parameters" at 5.13 it records only that

they "were agreed 10 by the negotiating teams on the basis of the legal framework in

effect when these Minutes were signed," which, it must be noted, necessarily
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included Article 65 of the Tax Law (on which OEPC relies). It nowhere mentions

VAT specifically and it sheds no ligbt whatsoever on whether Factor X did or did not

include a refun\i of VAT. Annex V is the unilateral Petroecuador "REPORT FROM

THE NEGOTIATING COMMISSION [ETC.r that negotiated the Contract with

OEPC, which likewise is unilluminating as regards whether or not Factor X

encompassed VAT reimbursement

102. Annexes XIV and XVI, however, are of assistance. Both relate to 8.6, tile

. "Economic Stability" prov.isionot:theConta:acl introduced above. It is clear fromthe

testimony before the TribWlal that in the runup to conclusion of tile Contract OEPe

was concerned to have clarity regarding its responsibility for VAT, as a matter of

both initial payment and ultimate liability. Previously VAT had been irrelevant to its

concerns, as under tile Service Contract it always recovered any VAT paid as an

expense reimbursed by Petroeeuador. Since under the new Contract, however, OEPe

itself ultimately would be liable for any taxes collected and nol refunded, it was

compelled to be certain ofits ultimate costs. The first point therefore was to ascertain

whether indeed its purchases in support of the Contract would be subject to VAT at

all. Therefore on 26 August Im it inquired of the SRI "whether the imports of

equipment, machinery,.materials and other consumable supplies that Occidental will

have to make pursuant to the Participation Conlracl ... will be taxed at the I0% VAT

rate or at the zero rate for this tax." This "consulla," as it is known in Ecuador, did

not inquire regarding the refundability of any VAT that would need to be paid

inasmuch as, according to OEPe, that company had the clear understanding that

under Article 65 as it then stood it would be entitled to such refund. It is to be noted
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that the same understanding necessarily underpins Ecuador's position thatFactor X in

the ContnICI provided such reimbursement. In response to that "consuita" Ms. Elsa

de Mena, the SRI's Director GenemI then and now, advised by letter of 5 October

1998, whi<:b is Annex XVI to the Conlracl, that "the goods brought in by your client

in order to fulfill its contractual obligations are subject to the said [VAT] at the 10%

rate." [t is pertinent, too, that although OEPC's "consulta," and hence also SRI's

response, did not deal with VAT levied on services, the undisputed evidence belbte

us establishes that services a1~ became subject to this tax as of April 30, W99":.. . _. '-'- - . .-
Having established that it would be required to layout such sums, and being sure in

the circumstances that it would be entitled to a refund of the same, OEPC !ben

understandably set about protecting itself in the ContnICI against the possibility that

such refund might, for whatever reason, not be forthcoming.

103. OEPC's (and equally Ecuador's) protection against certain possible changes in

expectations, due to changes of circumstances (including changes in tbe law

attributable to Ecuador), was eslabiished in 8.6 of the Contract ("Economic

Stability"). It begins with the following condition:

In the eVen! that, due to actions taken by the State of Ecuador or
PETROECUADOR, any of the events described below occur and have an
impact on the economy ofthis Participation Contract:

104. It then lists, at L-e., five such "events." The first (L) is "Modification of the tax

regime as described in clause lUI," which is included in "ELEVEN," to which

reference has been made above. The second and third (b. and c.) relate to

"(m]odification of the regime for remittances abroad or exclwlge rates" and

"[r]educ:tion oftbe production "'le." The fourth (d.), relating to "{m]odification of the
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value of the transport rate described in clause 7.3.1," is IlOteworthy insofilr as such

modification expressly must be '~n accordance with the procedure established in

Annex XIV," which Annex, as will be seen below, also plays a role with the fifth and

final item listed (e.), which is-key to this case:

e. Collection ("Cobro" in the original Spanish, which PUlSllllllt to 3.2
of the Contract is "the only valid [versionr and "shall prevail" in case of
any conflict with the English text) of the Value Added Tax, VAT, as set
forth in Official Letter No. 01044 of October 5, 1998, which appears as
annex. number XVI, pursuant to which the Directorate ofIntemal Revenue
Service states that the imports made by the contractor for the operations of
block IS under lhe-strueture of4lle participation contract, are sU6jeci"tO
said tax.

105. It is significant that this provision refers to "[c]olJection," as opposed to

"payment," and thus indicates, in tho view of the Tribunal, as OEPC contends, that it

was indeed intended to cover the situation resulting in this arbitration, namely the

non-refund of VAT paid. The conclusion that this provision is directed to actual

"collection," in tho sense ofretention or failure to refund, rather Ihao to an incn:ase in

tal< rates or legislation of new tax.es, as Ecuador contends, is strengthened by the

ex.istence alongside item e. of item a. of 8.6 , "[m]odification of the tal< regime as

described in clause I1.11," which in tum refers to ''8 modifi~ation of the tax •.

.regime[]. ..;and/or•.•of[its] legal interpretation; and/or tho creation ornew taxes or

levies not foreseen in' this Participation ContraCl." It stands to reason that such

references in a. would not have been necessary if Ecuador's broad interpretation ofe.

were correct, as under Ecuador's theory those eventualities would be embraced bye.

Applying the basic mle ofconstmetion of any instrument that each word and phrase

is to be given meaning, if at all possible, the conclusion is inescapable that e. must be

understood as contended by OEPC. In turn, such a mechanism to effect a restoration
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of the eeonomic balance in case of non-refund of VAT obviously would not have

been agreed between the parties to the Contract had they mutnally contemplated that

such refunds were already provided automatically by Factor X.

106. The Tribunal's conclusion in this regard is further bolstered by the testimony

offered by the parties at the Hearing. Reference was made previously to Annex III to

the ContnlCt (''SUMMARY MINUTES OF THE NEGOTIATION MEETINGS

BETWEEN PETROECUADOR AND BLOCK 15 CONTRACTOR''). That Annex

listed a "Negotiating Team~nsisting ofsix representatives each froin o£lic iDd

Petroeeuador. One would assume that these twelve would be the most

knowledgeable persons on the point of whether or not VAT refunds were included in

Factor X. It is striking that of these twelve representatives three were put forward as

witnesses in this case, all three of whom were tiom the Petroecuador side, but two of

whom testified, not on behalfofPetroecuador, but rather in support ofOEPC.

107. Indeed, the ''Chair of the Negotiating Group of Petroecuadot" at the time, Mr.

I'Iitricio LaI1'ea Cabrera (who prior 10 his testimony had left its employ), testified

quite unequivocally on behalfofOEPC, as regards Factor X, that "we at Petroecuador

did not even have the authorily to offer contractually any refund ofa tax provided by

the Internal Tax Regime Law." He testified further specifically that:

VAT was not included in the X faetora as a cost borne by the Conttaetor
because we at Petroecuador assumed that the ContnlCtor was enlitled 10 a
tax credit under Article 65 of the Internal Tax Regime Law. Since the
Conuactor has a legally recognized right to a refund of the VAT, the
legislative changes to the VAT rate applicable to the imported goods
cannot affect the Contractor, provided that this right to a tax credit
remains in force so that the Contractor can obtain a refund ofthe VAT.
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108. The second Petroecuador representative who offered testimony on beha1f of

OEPe was Mr. Celio Vega Ortega, currently in the employ of Petroecuador's wholly

owned subsidiary Petroproduceion as "Financial Specialist in the Special Projects~

department, who handled the economic side of Petroecuador's negotiations with

OEPe. (Mr. Vega, having submitted written testimony, failed to appear to be cross

examined at the Hearing, despite the best efforts of the Tribunal, which had

summoned him to attend, reportedly out of concern that he had not received

assurances satisfactory to him t!tat by appearing as summoned his employmeDt.woold
. .. ~., - . - .. -

not be jeopardized, an assertion strongly disputed by Petroecuador. The Tn'bunal has

received his written testimony in evidence and, considering all of the circumstances,

is inclined to give it a measure of credence, particularly considering its consistency

with boIh that of Mr. Larrea Cabrera and with the Tribunal's own analysis of the

Contract as set forth above.) While cast in a somewhat more sterile tone than Mr.

Larrea's testimony, the evidence given my Mr. Vega is convincing to the effect that

the economic analysis and model on the basis of which the negotiations took place

utterly excluded VAT as a factor. Thus it is confirmatory of the position taken by

OEPC in this arbitration to the effect that those negotiations proceeded on the

common understanding that VAT paid by OEPC would be refunded as required by

the Tax Law.

109. The lone Petroecuador Negotiating Group member whose testimony was offered

by Petroecuaclor, Mr. Luis A. Berrazucta Subia, currendy serves as Legal Assistant to

the Executive Presidency of Petroecuador. His role in the Negotiating Group was to

attend to the legal aspects. His testimony largely was argumentative and conclusory.
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conclude that.its readingoflbe-Coatraetas DOt including nmmds ofVAT in FacfoDt

anyone else directly involved in those negotiations, the Tribunal is collSlrained to

the five items that trigger it. It is now pertinent to note. in continuation, thai 8.6

undetmoud by the negotiators to include reimbursement of VAT.

and in no event included specific testimony to the effect thai Factor X in fact was

In the cases indicated in letters a) {modification of the tax regime] and b)
[modification of the regime for remittances abroad or exchange rates], the
Parties sball enter into amending contnu:ts as indicated in clause 15.2, in
order to reestablish the economy of this Participation ContJact. When the
events indicated in letters c) [reduction of the production tate], d)
[modification of the value of the trallspOt'l tate] and e) ["collection" of
VAn occur, a cotreetion factor sball be included in the participation
percentages, to absorb the increase or decrease of the economic burden, in
accordance with Annex No. XIV.

41

is indeed correct.

Contract. the comparative lack of penuasive force of the less detailed testimony of

Mr. Barrszueta, and the fact that Ecuador has not produced as supportive witnesses

provides differing methods ofdealing with those items when they IIRl p""""'t. Thus,

following the listing of the five items. it continues:

as argued by OEPC, would always result in an increase but never a decrease of the

"economic burden" on it, e. must be interpreted as argued by Ecuador, namely to

mean any change in the VAT regime (e.g., higher rates, lower tates, broad... scope,

t 10. Given the strength of the testimony put bef".re tbe Tribunal by OEPC, coming

/Tom tbe leader and the economist of the Petroecuador team that llllgotiated the

111. At this point it is appropriate to return to item e. of 8.6. whicb has until now been

reviewed summarily. The treatment of it to this point has been limited to analyzing

112. It could be argued on behalfofEcuador, in theory, thai since "collection" ofVAT.
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OEPe's, and the Tribunal's, view), and the others of which could involve either an

law for the Refurm ofPublic Finances" effective May J, 1999, which is in fact the tax
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lesser scope), since the adjustment provision quollld above speaks of both increases

and decreases. Apart from the points made further above, however. the reference in

OEPC's view in that that provision applies to all ofa., b.• c., d. and e., one of which

lesser value in construing e., and in any event the point is of little value when ranged

construed as Ecuador has contended, i. e., to address broad changes in legislation

rather than "collection" (retention or non-refund) of VAT. While this is to an extent a

point for Ecuador. the tact that Annex XIV is subon!inate to 8.6 gives the former a

therein to "Variation in the amount of VAT paid on imports," that e. must be

ADDED TAX (VAl) ON IMPORTS," and a reference in the "DEFINITIONS"

the adjustment provision to either "increase or decrease" is perfectly consistent with

addresses only a decrease (c.), one of which deals only with an illCn!GSe (e., in

increase or a decrease. Again, all roads lead to the conclusion that Faetcr X did not

against the wealth ofother interpretive material both in the Contract itself and in the

evidentiary record ~ strongly supports the view of OEPC. Finally, and to the

Tri bona! conclusively, Annex XIV's closing "ExPlanatory note" confinning that "the

reform legislation of April 30, 1999 (which, fur example, exlended services), "wa.

not taken into consideration in the negotiations fur establishing the economics of the

Participation Contract fur Block IS" is proof positive that Factor X did not include

include refunding ofVAT.. .,~' ,--', - . .-
113. One final reference should be made hereto Annex XIV. Ecuador bas argued fiom

the reference in that Annex to "ADJUSTMENr FOR PAYMENT OF VALUE·
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the VAT the non-refund of which is at the root of the instant dispute. Indeed, that

"Explanatory note" expressly foresees that as a result Occidental "shall be entitled to

requesl a revision ofthe X factors, in acconlance with the provisions of Section 11.1 I

of the Participation Contract."

114. Before leaving this discussion of 8.6 the Tribunal finds it appropriate to deal with

the role of that clause in the continuing l'lliationship of the parties. As will be seen in

the later portion of this Award dealing with the relief to be granted. there is an issue

. as to how to provide forlbe Nlure_It will be seen that the powers of the·Tribiliilifi!e,

in practical lerms, somewhat limited in this regan!. It is clear from the Tn'bunaJ's

analysis of e. of 8.6. however. that the conditions for application of "a correction

factor" 10 be "included in the participation percentages. to absorb the increase ..• of

the economic burden" would be present if Ecuador, notwithstanding the instant

Award, were 10 persist in refusing to refund VAT to OEPC. In that case. application

of 8.6 e. would be a mmrer of right available to OEPC to invoke. Strictly speaking,

those conditions are also met by the fact that, as recorded in Annex XIV to the

Contract, the changes in law of 30 April 1999, effective I May 1999. subjected

services 10 VAT (due to a. of 8.6). at least insofar as Ecuador should continue to

refuse to refund any V~T paid. Therefore. while the Tribunal. in the circumstances

of this arbitration and given the overall terms of this Award, does not regard II as

appropriate to order the parties to apply 8.6, it clearly is open to them to l'llSOlve such

issues as may arise in light of this Award regarding its future implementation. should

lhey mutually wish to do so, via application of this provision. To be quite specific, it

would in the view of the Tribunal do no violence to the Contract if following issuance
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of this Award the parties were to choose to agree to a modification ofFactor X that

would provide to OEPC the same value it would receive via actual refunds of VAT

not yet quantified and mandated to be paid by Ecuador to OEPe in the dispositif of

this Award, both for periods past and in the future. The Tribunal notes that it was

contended at the Hearing that litis could not in fact be done because the resulting

adjustment would place Ecuador's participation percentage below the minimum

mandated by the applicable legislation, a point on which the Tribunal is not in a

position to express any opinio,\- The Tribunal simply points out a potential route-fur
. .. ~....-.-.. - . .-

the future that, based on the record before it, would under the described

circumstances be a correct application ofthe Contnlct By the same token, 8.2 of the

Contnlct permits the parties, should they mutually so choose, to agree that OEPC

receive "its participation in cash for a period of not less than one year". Since the

relevance of 8.6 has been disputed before the Tribunal it bas felt it appropriate to

make this clarification.

115. The Tribunal must also point out for the sake ofclarification that the conclusion it

has reached to the effect that the Contnlct does not include VAT refunds in Factor X

is case specific. This is what the Contnlct between Ecuador and OEPC is taIceti to

mean, and bas non~ implication for other contnlcts where the provisions and

hence their interpretation might be different

I 16. It will noW be discussed whether OEPe has as a consequence a right to

reimbursement under the law.

C. The Meaning And Extent OfEcuador's Tax Legislation.
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117. The SRI was established in December 1997 as an independent. technical entity

witil national jurisdiction over 1he administration of taxes, to replace 1he DirBccJon

General de Rentas, which had been part ofthe MinistJy ofFinance.

118. The creation of tile SRI, which was granted broader authority and extended

powers. was part and parcel of the modernization of the Ecuadorian tax

administration. Thus, tile SRI has been an active participant in 1he formulation of

Ecuadorian tax policy, both from a technical standpoint and through dilect

involvement in 1he elaboration of draft laws, by-laws and regulations. The SRI· was-
. •. • .• '1-.. -, _ •• _

provided with new legal control mechanisms which constituted a major improvement

in 1he provision of information to tile SRI and tile collection oftaxes.

119. Prior to April 30, 1999, under Article 6S of tile Tax Law, exporting producers of

goods and services were entitled to tax credit for the whole of the amount of VAT

paid on local purchases or on imported goods that would become part of their fIXed

assets, raw materials, inputs and services. In addition, the law envisaged a right to a

refund ofsuch tax credit (without interest).

120. On April 30, 1999 a substantial change was introduced to VAT itself. It evolved

from covering only a small range of transactions and services on which a 10".4 VAT

was assessed into a broad based tax with but a few specific transactions being uro-

rated Almost all transactions in goods and services were subjected to the imposition

of VAT under the revised law. Hence as negotiations on the Contract between OEPC

and Petroeeuador reached their conclusion, and the Contract was to be executed, this

VAT ",form took effect.

121. As just indicated, Article 65, as it was in elf.ect up until April 30, 1999, provided

for a tax credit of VAT and the right to a refund of VAT for exporters. Tax Cllldits
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were granted to all producers ofgoods (whether produced for the domestic market or

for export) on VAT paid on Ibe purcbase of goods and services; the right to

compensation of such amounts was granted to those who sold goods VAT-taxed at

I0% (domestic market) and the right to a tax refund was accorded to exporters of the

VAT not compensated by the tax credit.

122. According to Article 68 of the Tax Law in effi:ct from December 1989 through

May 14,2001, a tax credit of VAT could be offset against other taxes to he paid by

the same taxpayer. If exponers could not thus obtain compensalion for the.entire
. .. ........... , -- .. - .

VAT entitled to a tax credit, Ibe exporter had the right to an actual refund of the

amount not set off. On April 30, 1999, a new Article 69A took effi:ct, as part oflbe

tax refonn discussed just above, whicb included in tbe Tax Law an express provision

regarding VAT refunds for exporters that established special concepts and conditions

applicable to those particular cases. Therewith Article 6S was also revised in that it

had dealt exclusively with tax credits of VAT and not VAT refunds. Such revision

distinguishes the right to a tax credit from that to a lax refund as respects exports.

123. Consequendy as of April 30, 1999, tbe Ecuadorian tax system clarified and

distinguished the two concepts, i.e., tax credit and tax refund. in regard to exporters.

Hence a tax refund to exponers is the right to the actual reimbursement of a tax

credit.

124. Article 69A oflbe Tax Law reads:

Art. 69A. VAT paid in export activities.- Natural persons and companies
that bave paid the value added lax in local purchases or importation of
goods used in the manufacture ofgoods that are exponed, have the right to
have that tax refiJnded to them without interest within a period no to
exceed ninety (90) days, through tbe issue of the respective credit note,
check or other means of payment. Interest shall be paid if the above
mentioned period elapses without the claimed VAT having been refunded.
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VAT paid on other bases IS lObe nlainiairied"as a laX credit

Art. 169. Tax Credit on Expon of Goods: Individuals and legal entities
that are exporters and that have paid VAT in purc:hasing the goods that
they export are entitled to a tax credit for said payments; they shall be
likewise entitled to credit for tax paid in purchasing raw materials, inputs
and services used in products made and exported by the manufacturer.
Once the goods have been exported, the taxpayer shall submit an
application for the corresponding refund, accompanied by a copy of the
respective export documents, to the Revenue Department.••
Manulilcturers are also entitled to the tax credit for VAT paid in the local
purc:hase of raw materials, inputs and services used in producing goods for
exportation and that are added to raw materials admitted into the country
under special cUSloms regimes, even if said taxpayers do not expon the
finished product directly, as long as said goods are actually purchased by
the exporters and the transfer to the exporter of the goods produced by
these taxnayers, which have not been cleared in through custolllS, is taxed
rate zero.~'

which the Co_ WlIS executed states as follows:

exclusively to the cases listed above; therefore, in strict application of the law, the

all exportetS. The credit notes are m.ely sold on the Ecuadorian stock exchange.

notes to refund taxpayers. This is how the SRI will normally refund tax payments to

manufacturing of export goods. Ecuadorian Jaw granted the right to VAT refunds

47

and solely to VAT paid on local pun:hases or importation of goods used in the

The Internal Revenue Service must return whlll has been paid upon the
formal submission of the laX retwn by the legal representative of the
obligor, which must be accomplUlied by certified copies of the invoices
showing the VAT paid. Ifmisrepresentation is found in the information,
the person responsible shall be fined the equivalent ofdouble the amount
that was attempted to be defrauded from the public treasury."

125. According to Article 69A, refunds are limited to export-oriented I1I8IIIIf'actunrs

126. It must also be noted that under Article 69A tbe SRI is empowered to issue credit

127. Nevertheless. Article 169 of the Tax Law Regulations in effect as of the date on

128. Article 169 of the Tax Law Regulations complements the pre-existing legal

regime for taxes by inclUding both manufacturing and prodUctiOD in referring to
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export activities. Moreover, it authorizes tax refunds not only as to purchases of

goods, but also as to the acquisition of services. At the same time the differing

concepts of tax credits and tax refunds to exportets remain as explained above: a tax

refund is the right to the actual reimbwsement to exportets ofa tax credit

129. Article 169 oflbe Tax Law Regulations, as quoted above, was amended 00 June

29, 1999 as follows:

Value Added Tax Refund to Govemmentlnstitutions, Exporters ofGoods
and the Disabled.- In Older for exporters of goods to obtaio a refund of
value added tax paid in importing or locally purchasing. inputs,. oaw
nulteriaJS aOlf'semee'- USed' iii products made and exported by the
manufacturer or producer, as applicable, once the goods have been
exported, said parties must apply to the Internal Revenue Department,
submitting certified copies of sales receipts, import or export documents
and the following. supplementary information:36

130. This amendment to Article 169 mostly included the requirements for tiling for B

tax refund, but it also ratified the general purport of the Tax Law in respect of tbe

rights of exporters, manufucturers and producers to a refund of VAT paid on the

purchase ofgoods and services.

131. The failure by OEPC to report the VAT it had paid in its VAT returns for eighleen

months under the Contract, i.e., until January 2002, led the SRI erroneously to

conclude that the VAT paid for purchases had not been registered as a tax credit, and

consequently it was considered as being within costs and expenses of the Contract

Substitute VAT declarations filed later by OEPC did include such registrations.

132. On November 18. 1999. when the VAT rate of 10% was increased to 12%, a new

provision relevant to refunds also was added to the Tax Law. That unnumbered

Article, after Article SS oflbe Tax Law, states as follows:

Tax Credit for the exportation ofgoods. Natural and juridical persons who
export and have paid VAT in the acquisition of the goods they export.
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of VAT payments to exporting oil exploration and exploitation companies. This

have a right to a lax credit for said payments. They shall have this same
right for the lax paid in the acquisition of raw materials, supplies and
services used in the products produced and exported by the manufactwer.
Once the exportation is made, the taxpayer sball ""lues! from the Internal
Revenue Setvice the corresponding refund. attaching a copy of the
appropriate exportation documenls.
This right may be transferred only to the direct suppliers ofexporters.
Manufacturers also have a right to a tax credit for the VAT paid in the
local acquisition of raw materials, supplies and services destined to the
production ofgoods for exportation, whicb are added to raw materials that
have entered the country under special customs systems, even though such
taxpayers do not dim:tly export the finished product, so long as these
goods are actually acquired by tbe exporters and the transfer to the
exporter of the goods produced by these taxpayers, which have not been
!be object of nationalization, are taxed at the zero rate. _.. ._ •. _
The oil business Sfiaij tie gOvemea by specific laws.37

policy lasted up until mid-2001. On August 28, 2001, hcwever, the SRI issued

Resolution No. 664, which denied OEPC's retiJnd request for the periods October-

Law. During the course ofthis adlitration no specific laws or provisions pertaining to

49

tax credit for oil activities have come to this Tribunal's attention.

within investment costs and expenses, and therefore was automatically reimbursed

Decemher 2000 and January-May 2001. The expressed basis upon which Resolution

No. 664 denied VAT refund is that the value-added tax had already been incorporated

through Factor X ofthe Contract

production exports, but rather only on manufactured expotls, and that oil does not

constitute a manufactured good, on April I, 2002 the SRI further annulled Granting

133. This provision confirms exporters' right to a tax refund, sinee----«s has been

pointed llIIt-4his right had been already provided for under Article 6S of the Tax

134. The SRI tbrough several "Granting Resolutions" granted tax credits and refunds

135. Based on the argument !bat Article 69A does not grant the right to a tax refund on
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Resolutions No. 28, 47, 50, 200, 592, 784,118,929,61,965 and 326 issued between

February 10, 2000 and April 30, 2001. The SRI staled, however, that in case Article

69A would be applicable, VAT had already been refunded to OEPC through the

Contract.

136. The Tribunal agrees with the SRI that Article 69A grants the right to a tal< refund

to exporters of goods involved in activities such as mining, fishing, lumber, bananas

and African palm oil. The Tribunal does nol, however, agree that the oil industly is

excluded from lhe application ,!f Article 69A, especially considering th4t Article 169
.. ... '.0-._'._

of the Tax Law Regulations establishes the right to a tax refund of VAT paid on

purchases of goods and services for exporters irrespective of whether they be

manufacturers or producers.

137. This Tribunal considers that although Ecuadorian Supreme Court decisions do not

constiMe precedent having either binding or mandatory force as regards the instant

case, the discussions contained in the decisions of the Ecuadorian tax courts and of

the Supreme Court give useful guidance in understanding Ecuadorian legislation and

important related concepts. The complexity of the issues heing discussed, as well as

the individuality and special features of each particular case submitted to such courts,

have generated contradictions in some ofthe decisions.

138. (n the City Oriente Limited case No. 19607, submitted by that company to an

Ecuadorian Tax Court seeking to obtain VAT refund on exports, the Court partially

accepted the Claimant's petition and ruled that City Oriente Limited was entitled to a

refund of 2% VAT rate since the contract was executed under a 10"/0 VAT rate, and

that the increment of the VAT rate to 12% affected the economic conditions of the
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grants such right only to manufacturing exporters and oil is not "manufactured." As a
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enlitling City Oriente Limited to a 2% VAT refund. Moreover, the Supreme Court

executed when the applicable VAT rate was 10%, whereas by November 1999 such

however, that since the participation contract of that particular oil company was

a refund of VAT. A Tax Court has also ruled in RBpsol YPF ECIIOtior 8.A. vs. SRI,

consequence ofthis reasoning. the Tax Courts have denied oil companies the right to

refund to exploration and exploitation companies for their exports ofoil, since the law

stated thai Article SS of the Tax Law was applicable as long as a diffe~ VAT-. _....•_. '.' - . -
regime was not established in special laws. That same ruling also stated that tax

conlract The Court, however, denied that the Claimant was entitled to a VAT retimd

obligations imposed by the law may not be altered or modified contractually.

rate had been increased to 12%, this oil exploration and exploitation company was

entitled to a refund ofthe 2% diffen:nce.

final ruling on the same case that Article 69A docs in fact grant lhe right to a VAT

refund to all exporters, hence oil exploration and exploitation companies arc ClIIitJed

to such refund. It is the Supreme Court's view that "manufacturing" encompasses

pursuant to Article 69A.

139. In December 2002 Cily Oriente Limited appealed the Tax Court's ruling to the

Supreme Court. Three months h.ler il withdrew the appeal. Nonetheless, in January

2003 the SRI appealed thai same ruling. The Supreme Court denied the appeal based

on the argumClll thai the SRI had not expressly objected to the Tax Court ruling

140. The Tax Courts also have held that Article 69A docs not grant the right to a VAT

141. The Ecuadorian Supreme Court, Special Taxation Chamber, has provided in a
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every type Qfproductive activity, and that the imposition Qf VAT depends not Qn the

sQurce Qfthe gond. but rather Qn its final destination.

142. In a similar case, the BeOwether case, the EcuadQrian Supreme Court has

acknowledged a company's right to VAT refunds fQr its Qil exports. That case was

remanded tQ the Tax CQurt fQr a mling Qn the SRI's argument that the VAT had

already been refunded tQ the CQmpany through Factor X of the participatiQn contract.

The final ruling then issued by the Tax Court is tQ the effect that VAT was refunded

tQ the Qil company in that it~ included in its costs and expenses tI1roughQut-the. .. _.- _.., - .. -
negQtiatiQn Qf the participation contract, which tOOK place after the tax law as

explicated herein was fully in effect.

143. It is not fQr this Tribunal tQ decide whether contracts made by other companies

have included or not the VAT refund in their respective arrangements. It need Qnly

decide whether this was Qr was nQt the case in respect Qf OEPC. As has been

explained above, the Tribunal has concluded that VAT reimbursement was nQt

included in OEPC's CQntract. It fQlIQWS that under EcuadQrian tax legislation the

Claimant is entitled to such a refund, particularly as it has been held by the

EcuadQrian CQUrts that such a right pertains tQ exporters generally, whether invQlved

in manufactures Qr in produc:tion.

'44. The Tribunal has now to examine the specific legal situatiQn arising under Andean

CQmmunity law and intemationallaw.

D. The Meaning And Extent OfAndean CQmmunity DecisiQns.

145. The Claimant has argued convincingly that in additiQn to the right to VAT refund

that f1QWS fi'om Ecuador's legislatiQn, there are specific and binding Qbligations tQ

this etrect under Andean Community law.
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rationale underlying VAT reimbursement the same for all exports, but also the Report

in any event Ibis regime applies only to intra-regional exports and not to those to

world markets,J8 Ibe Tribunal concludes olberwise. In fact, not only is the economic

subsidies and undertake the hannooization of intra-regional export incentives,

amendments, an elaborate legal ftamework has been established and developed. Two

decisions relevant for VAT policy have been adopted within his ftamework.

explained that !be harmonization concerned indirect taxes both "internally and with

respect to Ibird parties".3' Decision No. 370 had also mandated during the preparatory

work that the scope of the regime should include extra-subregional exports.

oflbe Andean Council on Harmonization, on whieh Decision 388 is based, expressly

including certain indirect export-related taxes. More specifically. Commission

Decision No. 388 of 1996 instructed member countries that indirect taxes paid "in the

Commission Decision No. 330 of 1992 directed member countries to eliminate

or imported, consumed or utilized in the process of production. manu1ilcture,

transport or marketing ofgoods for export, will be reimbursed to the exporter".

efkctiveness of Andean Community Law. Experts for each party gave dift'erent

answers. While for Claimant's expert this was an effective and binding legal order,40

for Respondent's expert this was not quite so since often the decisions an: ignored by

member countries." The fact that stands out, however; is that Andean Community

decisions are binding under the Ecuadorian legal system.

acquisition of raw materials, in!eJtnediate inputs, services, and capilal goods,~
. .. _..- . - .. -

146. Under the Agreement of Subregional Integration adopted in 1969 and its

147. Although the Respondent expressed the view at the hearing held in Ibis case that

148. At the hearing, the Tribunal addressed questions to the parties regarding Ibe
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that has relied on the roles.

will not be able to invoke this omission to the disadvantsge of a citizen or investor

countries are under an obligation to respect and implement. Under Article 2 of the

,,,,,
I
I
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- ---_. ,,-.. -' - . . ..provisions.

carried out by a member country, aside from incurring international responsibility, it

measures, as well as not to adopt any measure contrary to the Andean Community

member countries are required under Article 4 to adopt the necessary enforcement

Codified Treaty establishing the Andean Community Court of Justice of 1999, such

decisions bind member countries as from the date of their adoption and, moreover.

149. The Tribunal has examined the instruments governing the Andean Community

and concludes that without any doubt it is a binding legal order that the member

150. The binding nature ofdecisions has heen confirmed by numerous decisions ofthe

Andean Community Court of Justice and national courts. If such obligations are not

151. The Andean Community legal order was aptly described by a distinguished jurist

as follows:

..•mhe most interesting features and characteristics of the Andean legal
order are those that result from the study of the nature and validity of
subregional acts... member countries are bound to observe these rules as a
matter of obligation... the law enacted by subregional bodies
unequivocally prevails over different or incompatible domestic law.42

152. In the light of these considerations the Tribunal concludes that the Claimant has a

right to VAT refund under Andean Community law. The Tribunal also notes,

however, that under Article 5 of Andean Community Decision 388 compensation

other than refund may be used to the end of reimbursing the exporter.

E. The Nature And Extent Of wro Law.

-
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153. The parties have also discussed in connectiOll with both jurisdiction and the merits

the relevance of wro law in this case. The Claimant has relied importandy on

Professor Schenk's opinion to argue that there is a tmiversaJ practice for countries ro

adopt a destination-principle VAT allowing for the reimbursement of VAT

attributable ro export goods paid in the counll)' oforigin. Both the wro Agreement

and the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS), in theClaimam's view.

commit Ecuador and the United Stales not to discriminate and ro grant national

trealment in various sectors, including the improVed recovery ofhydrocarbons......•. _. . --" ",-.. ", - . .-
154. Ecuador has asserted on the basis ofProfessor Cooper's opinion that the fact that

there might be a common international best practice in the matter does not Imply the

existencc of an obligation under international law; departures fiom such practice do

not amount to violations ofagreements or customary international law.

155. The Tribunal has examined with attention the agreements discussed as well as the

interpretations offered by the parties and their respective experts. The Tribunal is

persuaded on this point !hat Ecuador's viewpoint is right in so far as the existence of

an international practice, which both parties accept, does not mean thai there is a

treaty or customary law obligation making such practice binding on the parties.



VI. THE MEANING AND EXTENT OF TIlE TREATY AND INTERNATIONAL

LAW.

156. Following the examination of the Contract, Eeuador's tsx laws, Andean

Communily law and wro law, the Tribunal reaches now the stage ofexamining the

specific claims made by OEPC under the Treaty and international law, as well as

Ecuador's defenses and viewpoints on these claims.

I57. The Claimant bas alleged the existence of four breaches of the Treaty and

. international l!tw:

56

~-, ... ~~..... --." _._., -
1. Ecuador has fatled to acconl the investment fair and equitable

treatment and treatment no less favorable than that required by

. international law, in breach of Article II (3) (a) ofthe Trealy.

2. Ecuador has failed to treat the investment on a basis no less

favorable than that acconled to investments of its own

nationals or of nationals of thinl countries, in breach ofArticle

II (1) ofthe Treaty.

3. Ecuador has impaired by arbitnuy and discriminatory measures

the management, operation, maintenance, use or enjoyment of

t~ investment, in breach ofArticle 11 (3) (b) of the Treaty.

4. Ecuador has expropriated. directly or indi=t1y, all or plll1 of

Claimant's investment without a public purpose; in a

discriminatory manner; without payment of prompt, adequate

and effective compensation; and in disregard of due process of
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law and general principles of treatment provided for in Article

11 (3) ofthe Treaty, all in breach ofArticle 111 (I) ofthe Treaty.

158. The Tribunal will examine each of these claims separately, following the reverse

order. The claim on expropriation, however, has already been held to be inadmissible

and, therefore, will not be discusaed again here.

A. The Claim oflmpairment.

159. The Claimant has argued that Ecuador has impaired the management and other

rights ofOEPC in connection with its investment, in breach ofArticle 11,(3) (b)of.the
-. '..... , - .. -

Treaty. In particular, it Is claimed that a legitimare economic expectation on which

the investment was based has been undennined by the measures taken. This Article

provides as fullaws:

Neither Party shall in any way impair by arbitrary or discriminatory
measures the managmnent, operation, maintenance, use, enjoyment,
acquisition, expansion, or disposal ofinvestmen1s...

160. The Respondent is of the view that this claim duplicates other claims by OEPe in

respecl ofdiscrimination and questions of fuir and equitable treatment in connection

with Article" (I) and Article" (3) (a), and denies in any event that any such

expectation was ·frustrated by the measures adopted.

161. The Tribunal is not persuaded by the Claimant's argument that the management,

operation, maintenance, use, e'1ioyment, acquisition, expansion or disposal of the

investment has been in any way impaired by the measures adopted. In fact, it is quite

evident from the record that the Claimant continues to exercise all these rights in a

manner which is fully compatible with the rights to property.

162. The Tribunal is pelSuaded, however, by the argument of arbitrariness, at 1east to

an extent. The Tribunal in Lauder, interpreting an equivalent but differendy drafted



S8

provision ofthe pertinent investment treaty, resorted to the definition of"arbitrary" in

Black's Law Dictionary, where it is held to mean "depending on individual

discretion;...founded on prejudice or preference rather than on reason or fact".43

163. In the context of the present dispute, the decisions taken by SRI do not appear to

have been founded on prejudice or preference rather than on reason or fact. As was

convincingly explained in the hearing by the Director of the SRI, Mrs. De Mena, the

SRI was confronted with a variety ofpractices, regulations and rules dealing with the

question of VAT. It has been explained above that this resulted in. a confusilllt
. •• _. :1>--" _ ... _

sitoation into which the SRI had the task of bringing some resemblance of order.

However, it is that very confusion and lack of clarity that resulted in some funn of

arbitrariness, even if not intended by the SRI.

164. The sitoation was further complicated by the fact that the SRI applied the rules

that had been enacted in the understanding that the VAT refund had lakeo place under

the Contract. This assumption turned out to be wrong.

165. The claim that these measures are also discriminatory has a meaning under this

Article only to the extent that impairment has occurred. Otherwise the claim, as the

Respondent has argued, is the sam~ as that concerning other articles ofthe Treaty that

will be examined below.

166. The Claimant's rights under the ContnlCt and the Treaty have not been fully

safeguarded as a consequence of the difficulties to which the investor was exposed.

As will be noted further below, there are other serious questions in respect of the

treatment of the investor that are separate and distinct from impairment and

arbitrariness.

B. The Claim To No Less Favorable Treatment.
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167. Article n (I) of the Treaty establishes the obligation to treat investments and

associated activities "on a basis no less favorable than that accorded in like situa1ions

to inveslment or associated activities of its own nationals or companies, or of

nationals or companies of any third country, whichever is the most favorable•.."

Exceptions to nationallrealment and most filvored nation treatment can be included in

a separate Protocol. Ecuador's exceptiOIlS under the Protocol to the Tn:aty are limited

to traditional fishing and the owuersbip and operation ofradio and television stations.

168. The Claimant is of the view that Ecuador bas breached this obligation beQauae •
• . •.. >-.. ', - • .-

number of companies involved in the export of other goods, particularly flowers,

mining and seafood products are entitled to receive VAT refund and contintlously

enjoy this benefit. Lumber, banaDas and African palm oil have also been reterred 10 in

this context. There is in this situation, the Claimant argues, a violation of the nationaJ

treatment obligation. The Claimant also asserts that the meaning of "in like

siluatiollS" does not refer to those industries or companies involved in the same _

ofactivity, such as oil producers, but 10 companies that are engaged in exports even if

encompassing different sectors.

169. Moreover, in the Claimant's opinion, there can be no differentiation between

producers and manufacturers as this is not allowed for under the legislation of

Ecuador, Andean Community law or international standards.

170. The Claimant also has argued that there is a failure of most-favored-natlon

treatment because under bilateral investment treaties made by Ecuador with Spain

and Argentina, respectively, the standard ofnational treatment is not qualified by the

reference to "in like situations". OEPC would thus be entided to this less restrictive

treaanent under the most-favored-nation clause.
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171. The Respondent opposes all such arguments on the basis that "in like situations"

can only mean that all companies in the same seetar are to be treated alike and this

happens in respect of all oil producers. The comparison. it is argued. cannot be

extended to other sectors because tbe whole purpose of the VAT refund policy is to

ensure that the conditions of competition an: not changed, a scrutiny that is relevant

only in the SlIIl\C sector.

172. The Respondent also explains that the treatment of foreigno(lwned companies and

national companies is not different as Petroecuador is also denied VAT. refunds,. and-
o •• -- _."' - - .-

that there is nothing in the policy that is intended to discriminate against foreign

companies. It is also explained that other foreign producers, such as flower exporters,

are granted the VAT refund because the law and the policy so allow. Ecuador also

opposes the arguments concerning the most·tiIvored·nation clause as no example is

given of a Spanish or Argcntinc company in the oil sector, or any other sector,

receiving a more tilvorable treatment to whi<:h the clause could apply.

173. The Tribunal is of the view that in the context of this particular claim the

Claimant is right and its argwncnls are convincing. In fact, '~n like situations" cannot

be interpreted in the narrow sense advanced by Ecuador as the purpose of national

treatment is to protect investors as compared to local producers. and this cannot be

done by addressing exclusively the sector in which that particular activity is

undertaken.

174. The Tribunal is mindful of the discussion of the meaning of "like prodUCls" in

respect of national trealment under the GATT/WfO. In that context it has been held

that the concept has to be interpreted narrowly and that like products arc relaled to the

concept ofdirectly competitive or substitutable products."
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175. However, tftose views are not specifically pertinent to the issue discussed in this

case. In met, tfte purpose of national treatment in tftis dispute is the opposite ofthat

under the GAITIWfO, namely it is to avoid exporters being placed at a disadvantage

in foreign markets because of the indirect taxes paid in the country oforigin, while in

OAITIWfO the purpose is to avoid imported products being affected by a distortion

ofcompetition with similar domestic products because of taxes and other regu\alioDs

in the country ofdestination.

176. In the first situation, no exporter ought to be put in a disadvantageoua po,sitiOll.u-......... , - . .-
compared to otherexporteJs, while in the second situation the comparison needs to be

made with the treatment of lbe "like" product and not generally. In any event, the

reference to "in like situations" used in the Treaty seems to be different from that to

"like products" in the GAITIWTO. The "situation" can relate to all exporters that

share such condition, while the "product" necessarily relates to competitive and

substitutable products.

177. In the present dispute the fuet Is that OEPe has received treatment less mvorable

tftan that accorded to national companies. The Tribunal i.s convinced that this has not

been done with the intent of discriminating against fureign~wned companies. The

statement of Mrs. De Mona at lbe hearing evidences that the SRI is a very

professional service that did what it thought was its obligation to do under the law.

However, the result of the policy enacted and the interpretation followed by the SRI

In fact has been a less favorable treatment ofOEPC.

178. This finding makes It unnecessary for the Tribunal to examine whether there were

in addition rnost-mvored-nation-treatrnent obligations involved. In view of the lilct

that the parties have discussed in detail the meaning of Maffenni in this context, the
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C. The Claim In Resoect Of Falr And Equitable Treatment And Full Protection

under Article II <I} of the Treaty.

I
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And Securjtv.

Article II (3) <a} ofthe Treaty. This Article provides:

Investment shall at all times be eecorded fair and equitable treatment, shall
enjoy full protection and security and shall in no case be accorded
treatment less favorable than that required by international law.

present dispute as it dealt with the most-favored-nation-treatment only insofar as

procedural rights of the claimant there were involved, not substantive treatment as is

Tribunal believes it appropriate to clarify that that case is not really pertinent to the

181. OEPC is of the view that by revoking preexisting decisions that were legitimately

relied upon by the investor to assume its commitments and plan its commercial and

180. The Claimant has argued that the Respondent's measures are also in breach of

179. The Tribunal accordingly holds that the Respondent has breached its obligations

business activities, Ecuador has ftustrated OEPC's legitimate expectations on the

basis of which the invesbnent was made and has thus breached the obligation to

accord it fair and equitable treatment.

182. The Respondent believes to the contrary that there was no expectation of a VAT

refund at the time the investment was made and there is no violation of any

international standard to this effect. Moreover, Ecuador argues that no investor can

expect that all ofits expectations will be mel.

183. Although fair and equitable treatment is not defined in the Treaty, the Preamble

clearly records the agreement of the parties that such treatment "is desirable in order

to maintain a stable framework for investment and maximum effective utilization of
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investment was made and operates has been changed in an important lII8IUIet by the

actions adopted by the SRI. It was explained above that the Contract has been

interpreted by the SRI in a manner that ended up being manifestly wrong as there is

no evidence that VAT reimbursement was ever built into Factor X. The clarifications

that OEPe sought on the applicability of VAT by means of a "consulta" ma4~. toJhe
< •• -,,-,"' - • • - •

economic resources". The stability of the legal ami business frameworlc is thus an

the Claimant, has held:

relation to an investor of a Party acting in the expectation that it would be 1Ieated

fairly and justly..."... Also the Tribunal in Tecnicas MedioambienJales, as n:caIled by

ofthese circumstances demonstrate a lack oforderly process and timely disposition in

63

essential element offair and equitable treatment

184. The Tribunal must note in this context that the framework under which the

SRI received a wbolly unsatisfactory and thoroughly vague answer. The tax law was

changed without providing any clarity about irs meaning and e>ttent and the practice

and regulations were also inconsistent with such changes.

185. Various arbitral tribunals bave recently insisted on the need for this stability. The

Tribunal in Melalc/mJ held that the Respondent "failed to ensure a transparent and

predictable framework for Metalclad's business planning and investment. The totality

The foreign investor expects the host State to act in a consistent manner,
fiee from ambiguity and totally transparently in its relations with the
foreign investor, so that it may know beforehand any and all rules and
regulations that will govern its investments, as well as the goals of the
relevant policies and administrative practices or directives, to be able to
plan its investment and comply with such regulations....co

186. It is quite clear nom the record of this case and from the events discussed in this

final Award that such requirements were not met by Ecuador. Moreover, this is an
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law.

188. There is still one aspect that the Tribunal needs to address in respect of this

Article and the arguments of the parties related thereto. The Article provides that in

no case shall the investment be accorded treatment less favorable than that required

by international law. This means that at a minimum fair and equitable treatment must

be equated with the treatment required under international law.

'89. The issue that arises is whether the fuir and equitable treatment mandated by the

Treaty is a more demanding standard than that prescribed by customary international
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190. The Tribunal is of the opinion 1hat in the instant case the Treaty standard is not

different from that required WIder international law concernin8 both the stability and

predictability of the legal and business framework of lhe investment. To this extent

the Treaty standard can be equated with that under international law as evidenced by

the opinions of the various tribunals cited above. It is also quite evident that the

Respondent's treatment oflbe investment fulls below such standards.

191. The relevant question for intemationallaw in this discussion is not whether there

is an obligation to refund VAT, which is the point on which the parties have argued

objective requirement 1hat does not depend on whether the Respondent bas proceeded

in good faith or not.

187. The Tribunal accordingly holds that the Respondent has breached its obligations

to accord fair and equitable treatment under Article \I (3) (a) of the Treaty. In the

context of this finding the questinn ofwhether in addition there has been a breach of

full protection and security under this Article becomes moot as a treatment that is not

fair and equitable automatically entails an absence of full protection and security of
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most intensely, but rather whelher the legal and business tiarneworlc. meets the

requirements of stability and predictability under intemalional law. It was earlier

concluded that there is not a VAT refund obligation under intemalional Jaw, except in

the specific case of the Andean Community law, which provides for the option of

either compensation or refund, but 1here is certainly an obligation not to alter the legal

and business environment in which the investment has been made. In this case it is

the latter question that triggers a _ent that is not fair and equitable.

192. The question whether there could be a Treaty standard more demanding.1!!Illt a
-_. "-,-' - .

customary intemationallaw standard that has been painfully discussed in the context

of NAFTA and other froe lnIde agreements does not therefore arise in this case. The

case here is rather 10 ensure both the stability and predictability ofthe governing legal

framework.

D. Other Claims And Defenses.

193. The panies have introduced in their submissions and pleadings other claims and

defenses which the Tribunal will brielly address.

194. The Claimant has argued that the SRI Granting Resolutions that refunded VAT

for a period oftime particularly created a legitimate expectation on the basis ofwhich

additional investments were made in connection with the pipelines and which

generally served as the basis ofa business prospect. This, according to the Claimant,

creates an estoppel under intemalional law that prevents Ecuador from arguing now

that alleged domestic irregularities or mistaken policies of its own doing canbo

invoked to the detriment of the legitimate expectation ofthe investor.

195. The Respoixlent is of the view that international law does not prevent Ecuador

from correcting mistaken or erroneous interpretations of the law that led during
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fourteen months to the reimbursement ofVAT to OEPC and that, in any event, that is

not a long enough time to trigger !be operation of estoppel. [t is also ar8ued that

OEPC did not rely on the Granting Resolutions as the business arrangements bad

been made or advanced before any such Resolution was issued.

196. The Tribunal concludes 00 this matter that, as stated above, OEPC undertook its

investments, including its participation in the pipeline arrangements, in a legal and

business environment that was certain and predictable. This environment was

changed as a matter of policy and legal interpretation, thus resulting in the ~.of
_0 :>--.. ": _ •

fair and equitable treatment. This breach relates to the effects of both revoking the

Granting Resolutions and denying further VAT refunds. The rights of the Claimant

are therefore protected under the fair and equitable treatment standard required by the

Treaty and enforced by the Tribunal, independently of any estoppel. This last issue

therefore becomes moot.

197. The Respondent also has raised in connection with the merits the defense that

matters oftaxation ore excluded under Article X ofthe Treaty. In so far as jurisdiction

and admissibility are concerned the question was already decided by the Tribunal in

the terms set out above. These terms, in so far as the observance and enforcement of

the investment agreement is concerned, also govern the discussion on the merits.
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VII. REMEDIES.

A. Compensation due.

198. The Tribunal turns now to the consideration of remedies. The reliefll:<Juested by

the Claimant and lhe position ofEcuador in this respecl have been explained above.

199. The remedies discussed next are a consequence of the Tribunal's finding thai the

VAT refund is nol included within the Conlracltenns as alleged by the Respondent.

In such a case, the Claimant is entitled to have the VAT refunded under both

Ecuadorian law and the Andean Community law. • ....•' _
_ • "1--•."' _ • ._

200. In the light of the discussion held, the Tribunal finds that the Respondent hall

breached its obligstion to accord OEPC a treatment no less favorable than thai

accorded to nationals or other companies in accordance with the standard of national

treatment (Article 11(1) ofthe Treaty) and hall also breached its obligation concerning

fair and equitable treatment (Article 11 (3) (al of the Treaty). The claim about

arbitrariness is only partially upheld as this does not appear to have resulted from a

deliberate action by the SRI but from an overall rather incoherent tax legal structure

(Article II (3) (b) ofthe Treaty). As noted, the claims to expropriation and other kinds

ofimpainnent have been dismissed.

20 I. The Tribunal finds that these breaches have a causal link to four separate but

related situations in which the rights of lhe Claimant have been affected and damage

haseosued.

202. The first situation concerns the amounts refunded under the Granting Resolutions.

The Respondent cannot order the Claimant to return the amounts of VAT refunded by

the Granling Resolutions as OEPC had a righl to such refunds because no alternative

mechanism was included in the Contract as the SRI believed. The Tribunal
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accordingly holds that the Claimant is entitled to retain the amounts so refunded and

that the SRI Denying Resolutions requiring the return of those arnOlmts are without

legal effect.

203. The second situation concerns the amounts of VAT whose refund has been

requested and denied by the SRI. The amount claimed by OEPC in this connection is

us $ 12,643,146. The third situation is that relating to the amounts of VAT that have

been paid by OEPC through December 31, 2003 even if no refund has been requested

because in the Claimant's view the request would have been futile. This clailJ.l i.s.fur
-., "- -, - . . - .

US $ 60,538,223. The total amount fur VAT not refunded claimed by OEPC through

December 31, 2003 thus comes to USS 73,181,369.

204. The Respondent argues that this figure should first be reduced by $68,001,019.89

because the refund for these payments was never requested. Other reductions·should

be made, the Respondent also argues, in view of the tiu:t that s"me requests do not

meet the requirements ofthe tax law.

205. The Tribunal holds in this respect that the Claimant is entitled to lhe refund of

VAT requested, again because no alternative mechanism was included in the

Contnu:l. In so far as VAT was paid and its refund not requested, the Tribunal holds

that the Claimant is also entitled to this amount as the argument that any application

for refund would have been futile is convincing. This entitlement to VAT includes the

amounts paid on goods, services and reasonable pre-production costs, particularly in

connection with assistance to indigenous communities living within the Contract area.

206. The Respondent asserts that "the Tribunal should deny any and all refunds that

were not even requcsted," citing Feldman as authority.47 Nothing in the Feldman
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case, however, militates against this conclusion. In that case the issue of tirtility never

arose. There the Tribunal was faced with aetuaI refund applications for the period in

issue that were in significantly lesser amounts than were recorded in customs

documents that "reasonably reflect{ed) the relevant exportations during that period"

and on which basis the claillUllll, for purposes of the arbitration, calculated his

damages. Given this disparity in the evidence, the Feldman Tribunal elected to rely

on the evidence of what the claimant actually had sought by way of refunds. That is a

fur cry ftom the present case. In addition, as OEPC has hastened to point opt" il.\las_. _.... - .. -
produced a wealth ofdocumentation from which to judge the accuracy ofthe amounts

claimed. The Tribunal bas no trouble awarding the amounts such documentation

supports.

207. The Tribunal realizes that some of the VAT whose refund was requested needs to

be adjusted in the light ofthe fact that there were objections raised by the Respondent

as to the propriety of the invoices and other aspects. The objected amount was US S

94,972.41 in connection with the VAT effectively submitted for reimbursement. This

gives a correction factor of 0.0075, which if applied to the total claim for VAT is

equivalent to US S 550,000. As a conservative measure better to ensure that the

compensation awarded to OEPC in respect of Ecuador's Treaty breaches does not

exceed the amount of VAT which OEPC in fact should have been refunded, the

Tribunal reduces the claimed compensation by a further 1.5 percent, or US S

1,097.720. Accordingly. the total amollDt of VAT to which OEPC is entitled as at

December 31,2003 is US $ 71,533,649.
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B. Interest.

OEPC's claim for US $ 121,300,000 on this count is therefore dismissed.

local court actions, administrative proceedings or other actions seeking refund ofany

established above shall be paid by the Government of Ecuador as compensation due

f,,
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The Tribunal is also aware of the fact that requests for VAT refunds have been
_0 ,,- __ ._ _ • -'-.0- .• ~'-

claim for VAT not yet due or paid. The Tribunal will not order the payment of

compensation or a refund of amounts that are not due or paid. The Respondent has

rightly cited tu this effect the decision in SPP" relying on the Chorzow Factory" and

Amocoso tu the extent that contingent and undeterminate damage cannot be awarded.

Respondent has rightly argued. Accordingly, in order clearly to forestall any possible

VAT paid through December 31,2003; and (iii) holds that any and all such actions

double recovery of VAT by OEPC, the Tribunal: (i) holds that OEPC shall not benefit

from any additional recovery; (ii) directs the Claimant to cease and desist from any

made by OEPC in Ecuador's courts as a matter ofentitlement under Ecuadorian law

and separate from the claims brought to this Tribunal for breaches of Treaty rights.

is determined by the amount of VAT the refund of which has been denied by the

Government ofEcuador as at December 31, 2003.

to the investor because of the breach of its rights under the Treaty. This compensation

These local claims, however, entail the possibility of a double recovery as the

and proceedings shall have no legal effect.

210. There is still a fourth situation that the Tribunal must examine concerning the

209.

208. As the Tribunal has also found that the responsibility for complying with its

Treaty obligations, and particularly that of maiDtaining a stable legal and business

environment, is attributable to the State as a whole, it is held that the amount
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211. The tribunal also ooids that interest shall be paid in connection with the 8IDOIDIt of

compensation indicated through December 31, 2003. OEPC believes this interest to

be that which the SRI applies for delay or late payment of tax obligations, in

accordance with Articles 20 and 21 of thi Tax Law, which results in the amount of

us S 7,082,561. In this regard, the Tribunal notes that inasmuch as it is grantiug

compensation for Treaty breaches, those provisions are not directly applicable. The

Tribunal believes considering all of the circumstances of this case, that appropriate

interest through December 31, 2003 wuuld be one half oflbe sum requested, or Us. ~
• ,'_ ••• _<0;

3,541,280.

212. The total amount of VAT refunds and interest due to OEPC through December

31, 2003 accordingly is US S 75,074,929.

C. Rebalancing the Contract and other fonns ofcompensation.

213. The Tribunal also wishes to offer the parties some guidance as how to best

conduct their future relations, in the understanding that both parties are willing to

work together for the future in a mutually beneficial relationship, as became evident

in this arbitration. To this end, as noted in cannection with the Contract, if the parties

so wish they may explore the possibility of rebalancing. the economic benefits of the

Contract under Clause 8.6.e. so as to specifically include VAT refund in Factor X.

214. .In accordance with the Andean Group Resolution 388, the parties can also

.xplore, in addition to refund, other forms of compensation if this allows them to

reach a mutually satisfactory outcome. In fact, Article 5 of this Resolution provides

for the reimbursement of indirect taltes by means of either compensation or refund.

Payment in kind, a solution partially explored by the parties at one stage of their

dispute, might be one form ofcompensation to be borne in mind if the parties so wish



n

in connection with both the compensation granted in this Award and future claims to

VAT refund. The parties may ofcourse agree also on other forms ofcompensation if

appropriate.

215. In any event, to the extent that there are requests 10 the SRI for VAT

reimbursement in the future this shall of necessity follow the procedures and scrutiny

provided under the Ecuadorian Tax Law.

D. Costs and exoeoses·

216. Taldng into consideration the circumstances of the case and the fact that the
~. :>.-- -., - • • - • .." ." ........ -

parties have both won and lost in respect of important issues of the dispute, the

Tribunal decides thai the Respondent shall bear 55% of the costs of arbitration and

the Claimant 45% ofsuch costs. Each party shall bear its own legal expenses.

NOW TIlEREFORE TIlE ARBITRAL TIUBUNAL

DECIDES AND AWARDS AS FOLLOWS:

I. II has jurisdiction to hear and decide this case.

2. The Claimant is entitled to the refund of all VAT paid as a result of the

importation or locai acquisition ofgoods and services used for the production of

oil for export, as well as reasonable pre-production costs and de mlnlmi. expenses

associated with production activities, partiCUlarly relating to indigenous

communities. Such refund is not included in Factor X in the Contmct.
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3. Except for the amount of compensation and interest detennined in this Award, all

requests for refund to the SRI shall follow in the future the nonnal administrative

procedW'eS ofthe Ecuadorian tax law.

4. The Respondent breached its obligations to accord the inveslOr treatment no less

favorable than that accorded to nationals and other companies under the standard

ofnationaJ treatment guaranteed in Article II (I) ofthe Treaty.

S. The Respondent breached its obligations to accotd the investor the fair and

equitable treatment guaranteed in Article II (3) (a) of the Treaty and to an~
. ~ ... - .... ""

the guarantee against arbitrariness of Article n(3) (b).

6. The Claimant is entitled 10 retain all amounts of VAT reimbursed by the SRI and

the Resolutions oldering the return of such monies are without legal elfect.

7. The Respondent shall pay the Claimant compensation in the amount of US S

7J,533,649.

8. The Respondent shall pay the Claimant simple interest on the amount in 7. above

in the amount of US $ 3,541,280.

9. The Respondent shall pay the Claimant simple interest at the mte of 2.75% per

annum on the sums in 7. and 8. above from January 1,2004 to the date oflhi•

Final Award.

IO. In order clearly 10 forestall any possible double recovery of VAT by OEPC, the

Tribunal: (i) holds that OEPC shall not benefit fi'om any additional recovery; (ii)

directs the Claimant to cease and desist fi'om any local court actions,

administmtive proceedings or other actions seeking refund of any VAT paid

through December 31, 2003; and (iii) holds that any and all such actiOllS and

proceedings shall have no legal effect.
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II. Pursuant to Article 38 and 39 of the UNCITRAL Arbitmtion Rules, the Tn1runa1

fixes the costs ofthe arbitration al US $ 594,044.38 made up as follows:

a) Fees and Expenses ofthe Presiding Arbitrator US $ 239,841.37

b) Fees and Expenses ofArbitrator Barrera Sweeney US $ 181,220.50

c) Fees and Expenses of Arbitrator Brower US $ 140,371.51

d) Cosls ofAdministration US $ 32,611.

12. The Respondent shall par 55% of the ~sts of the arbitration (US $ 326.724.40);

of which it has almldy advanced US $ 300.000. The Claimant shall pay 45% of

such costs (US $ 267.319.98) out of the US $ 3~.OOO which it has advanced.

Therefore, the Respondent shall pay to Claimant US $ 26.724.40 in respect of

such costs.

13. To the extent, if any, that this Final Award has not been paid by the Respondent to

the Claimant within 30 days following the dale of this Final Award, the

Respondent shall pay the Claimant simple interest at the rate of4% per annum on

the sums in 7. ,8. and 12. above, to the extent and so long as they shall no1 have

been paid, from the dale 30 days following the date of this Final Award until the

dale ofeffective payment ofsaid sums.

14. Each Party shall pay its own costs for legal representation and assistance.

IS. All other claims are herewith dismissed. •,,
I
I
I
I
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Place ofArbitration: London. United Kingdom.

Date oflhis Arbitral Award,br .Tilt? ~ ~Otj.
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